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Mr. Callahan:

I wish to commend you for selecting such an interesting dissertation topic
because in so doing you are helping to point up the impressive contribution
being made through The American Catholic Sociological Review to the Church in
these challenging days.
Happily, the influence of the American Catholic Sociological Society is
its membership increasing, and its teaching and research exercising
a progressively stronger effect on the sociological implications of the Catholic
pattern of thought.
This fruitful development, which means so much to the
Church, would have been greatly lessened had it not been for The American
Catholic Sociological Review through which the results of Catholic scholarship
are widely disseminated among non-Catholics as well as Catholics in the field of
social study.

~idening,

Good men everywhere are raising their hearts in fervent prayer that peace
and order may be restored to the world, but there is a growing awareness that
this cannot Come to pass until the forces that breed wars and strife are controlled. The Sovereign Pontiffs, speaking with a wisdom of the Divine Spirit,
have echoed and re-echoed the truth that a tranquil order must be founded upon
Christ. Without Him, there is no order--only confusion that leads to chaos.
Loyola University is to be congratulated on the leadership it has given to
teaching and research in this important science, and for the assistance it has
rendered in the foundation and development of The American Catholic Sociological
Society and The American Catholic Sociological Review.
!. pray that Our Lord Jesus Christ will guide and prosper the Society, the
Review, and all associated in this noble work of the Church's social apostolate.

Wishing you my blessing, I am
Faithfully yours in Christ,
/s/ Hubert M. Newell
Bishop of Cheyenne

!Mr.

F. Gilbert Callahan
(Cleric of the Diocese of Cheyenne)
Department of Sociology, The Graduate School
Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois
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-OHAPTER I
INTRODUOTORY STATIDA.ENT ]l1ID PURPOSE OF STUDY
If a sound and truly Ohristian social order is to be realized in our
American society, then this must be in the restoration of all things in
Ohrist. 1

The presently reigning Holy Father, Pope Pius XII, said in 19;9:

uIn

the recognition of the royal prerogatives of Ohrist and in the return of individuals and of society to the law of His truth and of His love lies the only way
to salvation. 112
The prevalent social disorganization which so largely obtains in contemporary American life is indeed greatly deplored by many thoughtful Americans.
But many American sociologists today, as in the past, are directing their academic attention in their study of man, the fundamental unity of society, to the
merely natural plane, denying or ignoring man's most vital relationships, the
supernatural.;

The Oatholic sociologist, examining their works in terms of his

training in Scholastic Philosophy and in Thomistic Theology, notes their inadequate and erroneous estimations of man and the sometimes very subtle but

IThe Church and Social Order (New York, N. Y., 1940.
[This thirty-two
page pamphlet is a reiteration of the Ohurch's teaching on ownership, property,
labor, security, wages, and establishment of social order, by the archbishops
and bishops of the Administrative Board of the National Oatholic Welfare Conterence of the United States31
2Summi Pontificatus (October 20, 19;9), paragraph 18
(The English Translation of this papal encyclical which exhorts unity in opposing world evils was
published by the Paulist Press, New York, N. Y. J
;Samuel Koenig, Rex D. Hopper, and Feliks Gross, Sociology:
Readings (New York, N. Y., 1954), pp.v-vi.
1

! Book of

2
quite often "spurious conclusions which naturally flow from their inadequate and
secularistic premises.

A recent Catholic sociologist has noted:

In the teaching of most of the sociologists studied in this work,
may be found ideas contributing to the destruction of the dignity
and rights of the human person, and hence, to the ruin of society.
And, if these doctrines
[of the non-Thomistic and often anti-Christian
American sociologists:l are to be accepted as desirable, it is inconsistent to object to their practical application in the world today.
If temporary self-satisfaction is the goal of life, the forceful
methods of the so-called successful individuals are not to be deplored.
There should be no opposition to a rule of might and power, to war
and oppression and injustice, if man is no more than a bit of tIle
cosmos, or an animal. Extreme collectivistic theories should be
acceptable, if man is merely society's creature. If environment and
circumstances determine human behavior, law and authority should be
discarded. If there are no absolute standards of morality, no supernatural foundation for religion, no absolute truth, no life above
the natural, no intrinsic value in the person, no God, life itself
is futile and worthless. A right social order, built according to
the theories of these men, is simply not possible.
From such doctrines as these found in American sociology, the
world, if it would erect a solid and lasting social order, must turn
to principles like those of the great social thinker, St. Thomas
Aquinas. His ideas on man form the foundation of a solid structure
worthy of the dignity of the rational being. The human person, who
is made not alone for self, or fellowmen, or society, but for God, has
his own personal value which is neither given, nor may be taken away,
by society or any of its members. Man is on earth to live a good life
in preparation for an eternal future of happiness. He is an animal
but so elevated by his Creator as to be made in the image of God and
capable of greater likeness to Him. Man's complete perfection necessitates his supernGturalization. The recognition of thtse facts is
the starting-point for all students of society and man.
Catholic sociologists particularly aim to study man in the totality of
his natural and supernatural relationships and also seek to indicate the
implications of these relationships for man's full life in modern society, and
especially that man may be viewed properly in his true relationships to his

4Sister Roberta Snell, "The Nature of Man in St. Thomas Aquinas Compared
the Nature of Man in American SoCiology," Unpublished Doctoral Dissertat~on (The Catholic University of AmeriCa, Washington, D. C., 1942), pp.168-l69.
~ith

it

Creator and Supernatural End, which is the Beatific Vision.

Catholic Socio1-

ogists believe thEt society must be restored to that basic and proper relationsl::.ip to God.

For these people the need and significance of Christian principles

in social relationships are obvious.

Sociology in America needs now the

atten~

ion, interest, endeavor, and contributions of the American Catholic Sociological
Society5 whose general area of interest is the social apostolate and also whose
program of planning and action has been very much influenced by the papal
social encyclica1s. 6
The official organ of the ACSS is

~

American Catholic SOCiological

Review. 7 At this writing, in the Summer of 1955, the ACSR, a quarterly review
of the ACSS, has completed fifteen years of publication with its sixtieth
issue, December, 1954 (Volume XV, Number

4).

A suitable period of time now

has elapsed to consider the ACSR in an analytical and historically descriptive
account of its origin, aspirations, organizational growth, and present status.
The initial issue of the

~

was published in

~mrch,

1940.

This quarterly

review has been published regularly in the months of March, June, October, and
December of the subsequent years.

In this fifteen-year period of the ACSR it

has been guided by the Reverend Ralph A. Gallagher, S.J., PhD., the Professor

5This title is hereinafter abbreviated as the HACSS.

R

~This writer suggests to the
reader for an introductory acquaintance on the papal social encyclicals that
the interested reader consult this particular reference (treating the areas of
Labor, Education, Marriage, Reconstruction of' the Social Order, and Atheistic
Communism) and published in 12)9 in English by The Paulist Press, Nelv York,N. Y. ,
a paper-bound 215 page volume.:J
6Five Great Encyclicals (New York, 1939).

~This title is hereinafter abbreviated as the "~.R

4
and Ohairman of the Department of Sociology in Loyola University, Ohicago, in
the capacity of editorial chairmanship.

These sixty issues of the

~

in the

first fifteen-year period of its existence will constitute the universe of this
analysis.

In view of' the f'act that no previous writer has investigated this

subject it has been quite necessary to consult primary sources, the

~

itself

and the relevant documents in the files of the AOSS.
This writer will conduct an analysis of the content of' the

~

in order

to determine the relative topical emphases, the significant trends, the
particular problems and other concerns which have occupied the professional
and academic attention of authors in this fifteen-year period.

This writer

will seek also to determine how well the AOSR has fulfilled the stated objecti ves for which it was founded in 19;i9 and as th8.t is indicated in the Oonsti tut·
ion'of the AOSS.
It will be of some help to the reader at this point to consult the appendices.

It is suggested that the reader refer to Appendix I (p.74) which is sub-

stantially a brochure distributed at the Oonvention of the AOSS in 1954 in orde]
to indicate to the reader the activities and objectives of AOSS

and~.

It

would also be helpful to him to consult also Appendix II (p.Bl) which lists all
members of the Editorial Board of the AOSR in this time period and sets f'orth
the duration of their service on the Editorial Board. In Appendix III (p.90) is
reproduced the "Table of Oontents" of each issue of the AOSR in proper sequence.
It will be noted here that each item-entry in the "Table of Oontents" is preceded by a symbol under the heading of "OODE ONEil and IJOODE TWO"--interpreted in the
"Explanatory Page" of Appendix III (p. 90).

Appendix IV (p.122) lists all con-

tributors of articles to the ~ in this time period with titles of all artic~

5
they have cQntributed to the

~.

In addition, there is listed their other

contributions to a selected list of periodicals and journals--interpreted in
the "Explanatory Page" of Appendix IV (p.122).

The writer would suggest that t

the reader of this thesis at least cursorily examine in the beginning these four
appendices as preliminary to the reading of the body of this thesis.
The writer will also indicate that the contributors of articles to the
ACSR greatly broadened in the later years.

In the more recent years a greater

representation of the ACSS contributed articles to the pages of the ACSR.

And

another significant change the reader will observe, in part noted by consulting
Appendix III (p.90), is a change in approach represented by the articles contributed to the ACSR. In the earlier issues higher proportions of the articles
are concerned with social philosophy, social principles, or abstruse sociology;
later issues reflect a growth in empirical socialogy.
The nature of this study required that the writer secure the needed data
and reb.ted
period.

~nformation

from the primary source itself, the ACSR in this time

Other chief sources of data for this study were the documents in the

files of the ACSS, particularly the several Minutes of its Business Meetings,
Editorial Board Meetings, Executive Council Meetings, and such references as the
fiscal statements and correspondenoe of members and officers in the files of the
ACSS in this time period.

The study8 of' Father Rosenfelder, which also utilizec

some of these sources, has been oonsulted by this writer in the course of his
research and investigations on several points.
A genuine disadvantage existed for this writer in the absence of suitably

8Richard M. Rosenfelder, S.J., uA History of the American Catholic
Sociological Society from 19~8 to 1948, II Unpublished I"laster I s Thesis (Loyola
~~ver'it¥, Chicago, 1948).

•

L

6
maintained and properly filed documents in the files of the ACSS. 9

This same

situation required the writer to review much unrelated material in order to
secure pertinent data.

Some pertinent documents were not available immediately

or easily accesible where considered or known to this writer, as for example, a
retained back file of subscribers' names to the ACSR.

In large part, however,

this particular circumstance has been greatly overcome by the happy coincidence
of the writer being able to consult witll persons so intimately concerned with
both the ACSS and the ACSR.

These persons were able to testify to the facts of

particular inCidents, to bridge several gaps, and to offer reasons for several
events for which some written data were not easily or immediately available.
Thus, interviews, and also

corre~pondence,

with persons of the ACSS and the

ACSR in this period were extremely helpful and suggestive as well as supplying
sound direction to the writer.
In spite of the above mentioned difficulty the \iri ter has had a very
decided advantage in being allowed free access and helpful direction to the
available official files, personal correspondence, and other documents in the
files of the AOSS and the

~,

as well as the clerical services and office

facili ties of the Department of Sociology of Loyola University, Ohicago.

The

writer has also been encouraged and guided in writing this descriptive analysis
of the

~

in its first fifteen-year period by the Founder and the First

President of the ACSS, the Reverend Ralph A. Gallagher, S.J., Ph.D., of the
Department of SoCiology, also Director of the Institute of Social and Industrial
Relations of Loyola University, Chicago, who also has served in the capacity of
Ohairman of the Editorial Board of the ----,-AOSR during the period of this study.

9Ibid., p.iv.

It should

.
be noted

7
here that even as officers of the ACSS so also the members

the Editorial Board of the ACSR likewise serve without pay.
of articles to the ACSR likewise serve without pay.

While contributors

While Contributors

of articles to the ACSR recieve no pay for published articles, the ACSS does
give an annual award of one hundred dollars (when in the judgment of the Committee on Awards of the ACSS such award is justified) to the members of the A
so judged to have done the outstanding piece of research published in the
previous year.
The research of this thesis was conducted under the direction of Professor
Paul VAUldy, Ph.D., of the Department of Sociology, Loyola University, Chicago,
~~d

currently the Editor of the ACSR, as major professor and First Reader, and

the nanuscript was read also by the Reverend Ralph A. Gallagher, S.J., Ph.D.,
Chairman of the Department and currently the Managing Editor of the

~,

and

the Reverend Leo J. Martin, S.J., Ph.D., as the Members of the Advisory Board
of this research.

To each appreciation is expressed.

It remains for me only

in a final note here and as a duly ordained Cleric (in Minor Orders) of the
Catholic Church for the Diocese of Cheyenne (which is coextensive with the
State of Wyoming) that I gratefully record my deep gratitude toward my Ordinary,
The Most Reverend Hubert M. Newell, D.D., the Bishop of Cheyenne, Wyoming, as
well as toward my parents in Boston, for time and that opportunity allowed me
for graduate studies in sociology at Loyola University, Chicago.

~--~--------~

--CHAP'l'ER II
THE ORIGIN, PUP20SE, AND

DEVELOP¥~~T

OF THE ACSR

The ACSR has held a unique role from its very inception in the fulfilling
of the avowed purpose of the ACSS. l

The Chairman of the Editorial Board of

the ACSR manifested his intention in these words:

"The American Catholic

Sociological Review is intended to further the exchange of knowledge and to
promote resee.rch among the Catholic sociologists.

Manuscripts are accepted on

the basis of their contribution to a scholarly Bnd scientific sociology.u2
In the earliest days of the ACSS itself it was intended that the ACSR
should be a prominent means in achieving the ends of the AOSS.
noted:

One document

"Through publications, research grents, conventions and meetings, we

propose to effect the ends of the Society. II,)

At its first meeting on Io1arch 26,

1938, at which time the ACSS was organized, Dr. Paul J. Mundie of l4arquette
University, Milwaukee, and Father Gallagher of Loyola University, Chicago, expressed their convictions th8t the ACSS ought to publish ua little magazine.

U

Dr. Mundie was of the mind thet the need which this proposal could meet was of
getting the Catholic sociologists into the public eye:

Has

sociologists we

should get in the public eye with sociological papers--even philosophical

1Some of the material in this chapter will review some work of Father
Rosenfelder's study, previously noted.
2Letter of the Reverend Ralph A. Gallagher, S.J., Ph.D., Loyola University,
Chicago, to Sister Mary Clare, S.S.N.D., Notre Dame Convent, Cleveland, Ohio,
Pctober 5, 1941.
,)From a brochure published by the ACSS and distributed at its First Annual
Oonvention, December 26, 1938.
8

9
papers coucned in sociological language.

It might be a good idea to publish a

little magazine encouraging us to use sociological language showing the Catholic
angle, sociological rather than philosophical.n 4
Father Gallagher's opinion urged more the need of such a publication as a
desirable means of self-help to the membership of the organization (AOSS):"One
of the functions of the members should be to write papers and discussions on
books in the field, help constituent members in various ways and perhaps give
expression to our thoughts in a little magazine.
very good can accomplish a good deal.

Even a small paper if it is

"5

Thus, these quotations of the charter members of the AOSS suggest that it
was intended in the very beginning tHat the

~

was to be both a vehicle of

expression to bring the Oatholic interpretation on sociological problems to the
general public as well as to be an aid to the members themselves.

The ACSS

acted very promptly to bring these suggestions into being, for in the official
files one reads:

"It Was unanimously agreed to call into the session

~iiss

Margaret Reuss of Marquette University, selected as Editor of the proposed newssheet of the AOSS activities. u6
states:

There is a notation of a later date which

"Miss Hargaret Reuss, previously appointed as Editor of the AOSS I s

Bulletin was called into the meeting. 117
Miss Reuss obviously set to work immediately on this assignment since by

~nutes of the Organizational Meeting of the AOSS, March 26, 1938.

5Ibid •
6Minutes of the Executive Oouncil Meeting of the AOSS, September 29, 1938.
7Minutes of the Executive Council Meeting of the AOSS, December 8, 1938.

•

10
October 8, 19,8, in less than a month she sent a communication to Father
Gallagher indicating thot the would-be Bulletin was typed and was being held up
only for the last minute additions to the tentative program of the ACSS's First
Annual Convention.

It was expected then that this Bulletin also would include

a listing of the Research Committee, the dates for other Sociological Conventions, a Book Review Section, the Constitution of the new ACSS and the minutes
of the Organizational Meeting. 8
Because of peculiar contingencies this would-be Bulletin of the ACSS developed practically no farther than the proof-reading stage.

A factor in the

delay was that the ACSS was not yet officially recognized by the Hierarch since
no affiliation with the National Catholic Welfare Conference (N.C.W.C.) had
received in October, 19,8.

Thus, its publication did not as yet have the

ecclesiastical authorization.

be~

prop~

This situation is described in an exchange of

letters between Miss Reuss, Sister Mary Liguori, B.V.M., then the Secretary of
the ACSS, and Father Gallagher, in which communications Miss Reuss wrote:

·We

are waiting to hear about the approval of our organization so that we may go
ahead with the Bul1etin. u9

In early December of 19,8 the Bulletin was sent to

the printers and the galley proofs were run off, but only this far did the proposed Bulletin go.

In a type of follow-up letter from the Secretary of the

ACSS there is the comment:

!lI'm sorry the bulletin went to the printers withou1

the all important Imprimatur. 010

Btetter of Miss Reuss to Father Gallagher, October 8, 19,8.
9Letter of 14iss Reuss to F&ther Gallagher, October 24, 19,8.
10
Letter of Sr. M. Liguori, B.V.M., to Miss Reuss, December 22, 19,8.

11

This incident proved to be the early but final ending of the proposed Bulletin
because it was never finally published.
When it did become eVident that the needed ecclesiastical approval had
been obtained from the Bishop's Oommittee of the National Oatholic Welfare
Oonference and when it also was obta.ined from the local Ohancery Office (in the
Archdiocese of' Ohicago),ll

the AOSS renewed and continued its efforts to bring

forth into print a. suitable publication for its organization.
The first successful effort of the AOSS to issue a pUblication occured
after the First Annual Oonvention in December, 19,8.

This was by

w~

of a

report in booklet form of the Oonvention and was entitled "Report of the Amer.i.caz
Oatholic Sociological Society" and had in addition to a summary of the Oonvention papers, the Oonsti tution of' the AOSS, the Minutes of its Business }fleeting,
and a list of the membership of the period.

This little announcement was sent

out to the members, as close.as can be determined, in the early part of June,
19,9. 12

Father Gallagher noted in a letter to Dr. Franz Mueller:

liThe Report,

if a sufficient number of requests are made, can be the forerunner of a periodical magazine in which we Oatholics

m~

discuss sociological problems from a

Ohristian viewpoint. Ill,
Several favorable comments were forthcoming after this Report was published and distributed.
Murr~,

A typical commentary was from the Reverend Raymond W.'

O.S.O., of the Notre Dame University, Indiana, who wrote:

HI have just

llRosenfelder, p.97, as indicated by his research.
l2Ibid ., p.98.
l'Letter of Father Gallagher to Dr. Franz Mueller of St. Louis University,
Missouri, April 6, 1939.

12
received ••• the first Report of the ACSS.

I must say that I am delighted

w~th

it ••• You have done a lot of work in preparing the papers, arranging the plans
of the Report and in reading proofs.

Once again you have seen to it that the

ACSS is to have a sound foundation. u14
There actually was a sufficiently heavy demand for this Report that it de
facto was the forerunner of the

~.

The initial planning needed for the

present-quarterly review, the ACSR, acquired its early

fo~

during the Business

Vreeting of the following or Second Annual Convention held in December, 19,9. 15
Then it was formally proposed and unanimously accepted on this occasion that
the members of the ACSS would attempt to triple their constituent membership
fee, thus taxing themselves 80 that the ACSS could continue a publicotion.
record of that meeting states:
be $,.00 with the idea

th~t

The

"The motion Was made and seconded that the fee

this increased membership fee is to encourage a

publication of some sort, the nature of the publication to be determined by the
officers of the Society.n16
The organizing and planning, once the decision was determined to publish a
~agazine,

Gallagher.

rested with the office of the Executive Secretary of the ACSS, Father
He then circulated a letter to the members of the Executive Council

of the ACSS a few days after the Convention of December, 19,9, had disbanded in
which Father Gallagher there noted:

l4Letter of Father Murray to Father Gallagher, June 28, 19,9.
l5Rosenfelder, p.99.
l6Minutes of the Business }~eting of the ACSS (Second Annual Convention),
December 29, 19,9.

With th~ convention over our work as the Executive Council begins.
There are a number of problems which we will have to face during the
next few months on which your comment, opinion, and advise would greatly
be appreciated ••• The second problem is that of the Quarterly. We
could use suggestions as to content and personnel. What should it
contain, and what would it say? What should it comment upon?
How
large should it be? To whom whould we open its pages? What about
book reviews?
A column devoted to heppenings of sociological
interest in the Colleges? An editorial page? Exchanges? Advertising?
What other suggestions and ideas have you1 1 7
The files of the ACSS disclose several responses were returned to Father
Gallagher's request for assistance in planning and the direction of policy.
is worthwhile to note a few such replies here.

It

Sister Mary Ann Joachim, of

Siena Heights College in Adrian, Michigan, favored advertising provided it
would be of a dignified type with the inclusion of articles and book reviews
contributed by members of the ACSS only, also a section of news of sociological
interest, a summary of the work of the ACSS up to this time, and its Constitut18
ion and the papers which were read at the Convention.
The

r~verend

Paul Hanly Furfey of the Catholic University of America, at

Washington, D. C., felt that the proposed magazine should be open to all persone
who could contribute material of interest to Catholic sociologists, whether or
no they happend to be members of the ACSS.

Father Furfey suggested that there

should be a good book review department, and the larger it could be the better.
He did not favor an editorial page because in his opinion it would be out of
place in a scholarly magazine.
Other letters in reply to Father Gallagher's letter soliciting help and

17Letter of Father Gallagher to the members of the Executive Council of the
!CSS, January 11, 1940.
18Letter of Sr. M. Ann Joachim to Fether Gallagher, February 20, 1940.
19Letter of Father Furfey to Father Gall~her-,- January 18 1940
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information.were of a decidedly unfavorable and discouraging tone, even to the
extent of judging it inadvisable to begin at that time a quarterly review, yet
being somewhat willing to settle for a publication of less pretentious proportions.

One reply of this nature is expressed in the letter of Father R. Murray

of NOtre Drune University who expressed his sentiments in these words:
felt from the start that it would be inadvisable to start a Quarterly.

"I have
True, we

would all like to receive one, but who is going to write the articles, manage,
get the adds, and carryon the work involved? Articles must be paid for, if

~

are to be of any great value as a rule, and it will take a lot of time to manage
such a venture.

Let's go slow and

~uild

up a cash reserve towards the establisi

ment of a dignified quarterly later on perhaps, but not now. 1120
It was deemed suitable now to indicate that intention of publishing a definite and an official publication or a quarterly to His Excellency, The
Reverend Edwin V. O'Hara, D.D., the Bishop of Kansas City
man of the Social Action Department of the N. C. W. C.

~~st

(Mo.), and the ChairNow as then, so also

throughout the entire existence of the ACSR, Bishop O'Hara has been Honorary
President of the ACSS. 21

rus Excellency graciously had replied in a letter to

Father Gallagher: "It is a great satisfaction to learn of the prospective publication of the American Catholic Sociological Review.

It will provide an ad-

mirable vehicle for the work of our Catholic sociologists now happily cooperating in the American Catholic Sociological Society. May both the Society and the
American Catholic Sociological Review prosper in the faithful performance of

20Letter of Father R.Murray,C.S.C., to Father Gallagher,January 17, 1940.
21Information from a personal interview by the author with Father
Gallagher.
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the import8l\t tasks for which they have been founded. /122
A decision was made after considering all opinions submitted to carryon
with the desired project of' an official organ for the ACSS in spite of weighty
obstacles to launching and nurturing a scholarly and professional journal for
Catholic sociologists.
Dr. Paul J. Mundie of Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in
February, 1940, while serving in his capacity as the President of the ACSS,2;
ap ~:ointed the first Editorial Board.

24

The lciembers appointed and the insti tut-

ions that they were associated with at that time were:
Rev. ~alph A. Gallagher, S.J.
Loyola University
Chicago, Illinois

Rev. Paul Henly Furfey
Catholic University of America
Washington, D. C.

Sister Anne, O.S.B.
Oollege of St. Benedict
St. Joseph, Minn.

Franz Mueller
St. Louis University
St. Louis, Mo.

Arthur T. Donohue
Loyola University
Ne'l" Orleans, La.

Rev. Leo Robinson, S.J.
Gonzaga University
Spokane, Washington

Sister Elizabeth FranCis, S.S.J.
Regis College
\'t'eston, Mass.

Eva J. Ross
New York,

George Fitzgibbons
Boston College
Chestnut Hill, Mass.

Helen M. Toole
College of New Rochelle
New Rochelle, N. Y.

Frenk T. Flynn
University of Notre Dame
No tre Dame, Ind.

Thomas r{iley
College of St. Teresa
Winona, Minn.

N. Y.

22Reproduced in the ACSR, I (No. 1, ~mrch, 1940), p.2.
23The Constitution of the ACSS is contained in Appendix I (p.74), which
the reader may consult.
24Appendix II (p.Bl) lists all members who have served on the Editorial
Board and the duration of their membership.
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Dr.

Mun~ie

the AOSR stated:

in his letter noting appointments to the Editorial Board of
"I am writing at this time to ask if you would be kind enough

to serve on the Editorial Board of the American Oatholic Sociological Review.
Until the Editorial Board finds time to review the situation and to propose a
definite plan of procedure to the Executive Council of the American Catholic
Sociological Society, the journal will be under the direction of the Rev. Ralph

A. Gallagher, Executive Secretary, with the advise and consent of the Editorial
Board. u25
Father Gallagher assumed direction of the ACSR and he worked with the
assistance of Mr. 2dward R. Marciniak of Loyola University, Chicago.

26

It was

largely by reason of their intensive efforts that the first issue of the ACSR
was published in

M£~ch,

1940.

In the first issue of the ACSR the Editorial

Board fittingly placed a dedication to a zealous and scholarly man who in the
field of Catholic sociology had been a pioneer in the finest American tradition
and who had done much to help establish the School of Social Work at Loyola
University, Chicago. 27
issue's first page:

The dedicatory statement is recorded on the first

"To the

memo~

of ,the late Frederic Siedenburg, S.J.,

leader and pioneer in the field of Catholic Sociology, this first issue of the
American Catholic Sociological Review is dedicated. "28

25Letter of Dr. Paul J. Mundie, President of the ACSS for 1940, to the
appointees of the Editorial Board of the ACSR, February 28, 1940.
26
Rosenfelder, p. 111.
270atalogue of the School of Social Work of Loyola University, Chicago,
Volume XXIX, Number 8, July, 1954, p.8.

28~ I (No.1, March, 1940), p.l.
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·

The desired purpose of the ACSR at an early date, as has been previously
noted, was declared when the subject of a news-sheet was first mentioned at the
Organizational
as two-fo ld.

V~eting

of the ACSS.

At that time the purpose was then mentioned

It was desired that it be an instrument for exchange of ideas and

would also serve in publishing the results of research projects of the members
themselves.

This proposed periodical also would be a suitable means for con-

veying the message of Catholic SOCiologists and the dissemination and the impliG
ations of Catholic doctrines on social problems before the attention of the academic world and the general public.

The introductory statement of Dr. Mundie

in the first issue of the ~ notes this objective very well. 29
The ACSR received very favorable comment with its first issue.

There are

several letters of congratulations in the files of the ACSS, as well as a few
letters of well-meaning criticism and suggestions for its improvement,
gre.tulatory letter from Dr. Franz Mueller states:

"May

One con

I avail myself of the

opportunity to congratulate you ••• making come true what we did not dare to hope
would ever become realized. ";0

In like manner, the Reverend Hubert C.Callaghan

S.J., of Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., wrote:

III offer my most

sincere congratulations ••• and shall look forward to the ACSR each quarter ••• 11,1
Dr. Alphonse H. Clem:ens of Fontbonne College in l<1issouri wrote in a similar
vein to the Chairman of the Editorial Board of the ACSR.,2

29ACSR

I (No.1, March, 1940), p.5.

30Letter of Dr. ¥rueller to Father Gallagher, March ,0, 1940.
,1Letter of Father Callaghan to Father Gallagher, March 29, 1940.
,2Letter of Dr. Clemens to Father Gallagher, February 21, 1940.
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A point on which the

was criticized was the fact that it was the

official organ of a national society, the ACSS, yet all but one article of the
first issue was contributed by Midwestern authors with only one article contrib
uted from a person of the Eastern region of the United States.))

One cri ticisll

which in point of fact missed the whole point, was based on the use of the
term "Oatholic" applying to "Sociological ll in the title of the AOSR.
criticism was expressed by

~~.

This

William J. Leen of Fordham University, New York,

who said in Thought for June, 1940:
Amidst "high }:I.opes for its success as a schole.rly and scientific If
journal, the first issue of the American Oatholic Sociological
Review made its appearance in March. The Review is a quarterly,
published by the American Oatholic Sociological Society, and is
primarily "intended to further the exchange of knowledge and to
promote research among Oatholic sociologists. II The journal should
be of special interest to students of sociology; one encouraging
feature in this respect is a l'list of scholarships and fello\-lships
in sociology in various schools thDoughout the country" as well as
inform8.tion on available positions in sociology. Sociologists
are keenly aware of the constant need for the re-interpretation of
societal concepts, and any organiz2.tion or medium of expression
which facilitates this process must necessarily be fruitful.
However, it may be asked whether, in the title of the Journal, the
term "Oatholic" is not misleading and whether new lines of kindred
terminology are not bound to spring up in an already overgrown
field. The remaining part of the title is identical with thct of
tile official journal of the American Sociological Society.)4
The Benedictine publication Orate Fratres, now called Worship, said:
"Noteworthy

Un the first

issue of the AOSR] is the Rev. Paul Hanly Furfey I s

excursion into an important virgin field, 'Ohristian Social Thought in the
First and Second Centuries.

I

It is to be hoped that Father l"urfey will con-

))Rosenfelder, p.105.
)4Thought, XV (June, 1940), p.)72.
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tinue his studies of the first centuries, so rich in possibilities.u;5
The Jesuit sponsored publication America carried the following commentary
on the first issue of the ACSR, noting:
What is often offered as IIsociology" is the veriest balderdash,
spiced with atheism and laced with immorality, the noisome mixture
being prescribed as the sovereign remedy for all our ills. For that
reason we welcome to the growing company of learned quarterlies the
American Catholic Sociological Review published at Loyola University,
Chicago, under the general editorship of the Rev. Ralph A. Gallagher,
S.J., Ph.D., As Dr. Paul J. l-1undie of lI-l.a.rquette University observes
by ''lay of preface to the first issue, sociology has grown rapidly in
the l~lst quarter century and it is necessary IIthat Catholics undertake
a leadership in the further development of the science. II By publishing
the results of research, and critical surveys of work in the field as
yet little known, the Review will do much to add in the formation of
scholarly leaders in sociology.;6
Father Rosenfelder has noted in his study:

ItOther favorable comments on

the first issue of the American Catholic Sociological Review were made in the
publications Modern Schoolmen and Social Forum.
Americ~

As a final indication that the

Catholic Sociological Review WaS well received not only in this

country but also in Canada as well, we record part of the letter of the Rev.
Jean d'Auteuil Richard, S.J., the Editor of Relations, the monthly revie", of the
Ecole Sociale Populaire.
your publication.

Father Richard wrote:

'I for one appreciate highly

It came at the opportune time and will help enlighten con-

cerning the very serious social problems which confront our modern world. ,,;7
During the subsequent years there was a constantly felt need especially
~f

increasing the circulation of the ACSR, which also meant boosting the

~embership

pf

drive.

A typical observation of this fact is indicated in a letter

Father Gallagher to Father Munier wherein Father Gallagher indicates that

;50 ra te Fratres, XIV (May, 1940), p.;29.
;6America, LXIII (April 27, 1940), p.59.
;7Rosenfelder. p.lo6

among the most pressing of the problems facing the ACSS and the ACSR are the
ACSR printing difficulties and the need for a membership drive.,8

During the

business meeting of the ACSS of December 28, 1950, with Dr. Franz pruel1er presiding, the minutes of th£t meeting as reported by the Executive Secretary indicated the membership (but about twice this number are subscribers to the AOSm
of the ACSS as:

"Honorary"

with a total of ,86.

Instituional 52, Student 6, and Constituent ,25,

This figure compares with ,69 for 1947 and ,59 for 1946f1~

subscribers to the ACSR, however, number approximately twice the membership of
the ACSS in a period, as indicated by the Executive Secretary.
A year later the Executive Secretary could remark that the AOSS had had a
good year, largely because of the work of the officers of the ACSS.

He then

stated: "For the first time in six years the organization is financially sound.
We owe a debt of grntitude to the Ydssion Press at Techny, Illinois, which has
done the printing of the ACSR for the past year.

An example of how they have

helped can be seen by comparing printing prices of December, 1949, issue,
#485.70, done by another firm and December, 1950, issue, 1229.95, done by the
Mission Press. H40

Except for these few issues the Mission Press has always

printed the ACSR. 41
At this same business meeting, held at Loyola University, Chicago, on
December 28, 1950, Dr. Clement ruhanovich of St. Louis University presiding,

,SFather Gallagher to the Reverend Joseph D. ~funier, St. Patrick's
Seminary, Menlo Park, California.
,9Minutes of Business Meeting of the ACSS, December 28, 1949.
40Minutes of Business

}~eting of the ACSS, December 28, 1950.

41Information from a personal interview by the author with Father
Gallagher.
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Fatb.er Gallagher reported on efforts to improve circulation and win material
support.

He reported:

"Our office sent out seventy letters to presidents of

!Catholic Colleges and Uni versi ties and also wrote to the Bishops of the Middle
.Vest regarding financial assistance.

The lack of response was discouraging --

pnly one university and Bishop OIHare replied.

Then, publishing houses were

contacted for advertisements, but only Bnlce Publishing Co.

'JisconSi~
~oes

obliged.

l:Milwaukee,

Although the circulation of the magazine is small, it

reach people who are interested and will order texts which are advertised."

hld in the same text Father Gallagher included the observation:
27, 1950, the ACSS has a credit balance of $297.58.

"As of December

140st of the income is spent

pn the magazine, postage, and office supplies. 1/42
There are indications in this time thpt the membership of the ACSS was
~ncreasing

reasonably well.

At the December 28, 1951, Meeting of the Executive

Council, held at McMahon Hall, the Catholic University of America,

\~ashington,

P.

C., Mr. Denis C. McGenty of DePaul University, Chicago, reported on his work

~

increase membership in the ACSS.

Mr. McGenty requested that each of the

lPersons on the current membership list of the ACSS work toward bringing more
sociologists into the ACSS.

He said that he had sent a letter to some

Ca~lolic

sociology teachers to encourage the use of the ACSR in their classes in order
to stimulate student membership, and that he urged upon this meeting that a
suitable brochure explaining the ACSS be prepared for publicity.4~
~estion

42

This sug-

was subsequently carried out and it was distributed the following year.

.
Minutes of the Business Meeting of the ACSS, December 28, 1950.

4~Minutes of the Executive Council Meeting of the ACSS, December 28, 1951.

The

.

~xecutive
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Council of the ACSS met on April 11, 1953, at St. John's

College, Cleveland, Ohio, and gave some consideration to the ACSR.

They in-

dicated the desirability for a larger sized periodical than the present sized
journal of the ACSS, that the circulation of this periodical (the ACSR) should
be more ...tide spread, and that the organization should publish a roster of the
members of the ACSS. 44

The Minutes of the same meeting record:

then came up for consideration.

liThe Review

The general opinion indicated there should

be either one or two Special Issues a year -- it should be advisable to have
the first issue the special one.

The specialty for the first of this type

should be "The Sociology of Religion. II

This was actually done in the June,

1954, issue or the Sociology of the Parish with Father Hart

[SiC]

and Brother

Schnepp as special editors. "45 At the same meeting it was also indicated that
Dr. Eva J. Ross of Trinity Oollege, Washington, D. C., should represent the ACSS
at the International Sociological Society Convention planned to be held shortly
at Liege, Belgium, which office she fulfilled.

Atiout this time there is a

financial statement in the files of tile AOSS noting a credit balance on

~ecember 22, 1954, of $188.43,46 which is a rather good indication of a hea1~
organization.
In a memorandum entitled "Report and Recommendations" from the President
of the ACSS for 1954 to the Members of the Executive Oouncil of the ACSS and
dated December 22, 1954, Dr. C. J. Nuesse commended Father

Thomas J. Harte,

44}finutes of the Executive Council ~~eting of the ACSS, April 11, 1953.
45Ibid.
46Financial Statement of the AOSS, December 22, 1954.

C.Ss.R., the editor of the special issue of the ACSR in the issue on the
Sociology of Religion which appeared in the June, 1954, issue of the

~

and

noted commendation of its quality had been received from several sources. 47
Then further proposals were made by Dr. Nuesse, such as the reactivation of the
Research Council as well as the "Committee on Foreign Relationsl! and give initial attention to formulation of' its proper f'unctions and procedures. 1I48

Dr.

Nuesse also suggested thHt topics for special issues of the ACSR might well
include Cultural Anthropology, Some Directions or Trends in Sociological Theory,
Sociology in American Catholic Education, or Sociology of the Family.

He urged

further the establishment of a clearing house service of inf'ormation f'or seminarians interested in soCiology.49
The minutes of' the Business Meeting of the ACSS held at the Lewis Towers
of' Loyola University, Ohicago, record ths.t six hundred copies of the special
June (1954) issue of Sociology of Religion were available.

Seven hundred f'ifty

copies were mailed to three hundred extra subscribers in addition to those mailed to members of the ACSS.

At this time Father Gallagher also reported that in

the future a report on gradue,te theses in SOCiology would be published in the
~larch issue of the ACSR. He also mentioned that a brochure including the ACSS

Oonstitution and a listing of' former presidents had been prepared and distributed during the past year.

These minutes

30130

Mission Press and to Archbishop E. V. O'hara. 50

e=:~)resz

a special thanks to the

In the concluding part of

~E

47lclemorandum of Dr. C. J. Nuesse, President of the ACSS, to the £.l.embers of
ithe Executive Council of' the ACSS, December 22, 1954.

48 Ibid •
49!lli.
50lvIinutes of the Business Meeting of' the ACSS, December 29, 1954.
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minutes are the nominations for the succeeding and current year (1955).
nominees were elected unanimously.

The

At this meeting Father Gallagher was formal-

1y to be placed as the Managing Editor and Dr. Mundy as the Editor on the listing of Members of the Editorial Board of the ACSR.
~8n

At this meeting the chair-

of the Committee on Resolutions, Brother Augustine, moved that the following

resolutions be adopted:

lIexpressing e.ppreciation to His ~nence Cardinal

Stritch, extending formal congratulations to Archbishop O'Hara, extending condolences to the religious community of Sister M. Henry, expressing gratitude to
the Mission Press and giving a standing ovation to the President, Administratior
and Faculty of Loyola University, Chicago."5 l
ates that these resolutions were
favorably on each of them.
the Secretary.

51Ibid
'

sec~nded

The record of this meeting indic-

and the members of the ACSS voted

The minutes are signed by Sister

~ariam

Lynch, O.S.U

CHAPTER III

THE EDITORIAL BOARD OF' THE ACSR:

POLICIES, CHANGES, PLANS

In the previous chapter the origin, purpose, and development of the ACSR
in its first fifteen years was described.

The examination and description in

this chapter "rill consider in what manner and how well the ACSR has expanded
in its organization, scope and services in terms of its policies according to
its basic principles of operation.
wolicy of the ACSR in general.

Our consideration will examine the overall

What changes or other plans which have occured

in this period will also be indicr,ted in this chapter.
Let us first consider the generel policies of the AOSR and some of the
accompanying difficulties which arose concerning them.

All policies, as would

be expected, were not determined satisfactorily in full detail from the outset.
Many policies of the Editorial Board of the -XOSR
had to be shaped according to
;r-the requirements of pressing urgencies of the moment during its lifetime.

This

also will be indicated in this chapter.
As was suggested earlier in the previous chapter, the several articles
~hich

were to be published in the ACSR were to be accepted on the basis of the

expressed purpose of the ACSS, which is:

liThe lunerican Oatholic Sociological

Review is intended to further the exchange of knowledge and to promote research
among Catholic sociologists. III

Also, as it was suggested earlier, that the

l~I (No.1, March, 1940), p.5.
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~------------------------------------------------2-6~
~

AOSR partly came into existence for the reason so succinctly put by Dr. Franz
the Second Annual Convention of the ACSS, 1939, at which time he
"rviany would like to publish articles and don't know where to go.
r articles are too Catholic for sociological periodicals and too sociological
Catholic periodicals. II

2

There are some indications for establishing as a prominent policy this
statement:

"The American Oatholic Sociological Review is intended to further

the exchange of' knowledge and to promote research among the Catholic sociolgists.

Manuscripts are accepted on the basis of their contribution to a

scholarly and scientific sociology.

Ordin&rily the American Catholic Sociolog-

ical Society only published the writings of members of the American Oatholic
Sociological Society. 113
In the very first issue of the ACSR appeared the following statement: liTo
the Members of the American Catholic Sociological Society and Readers:

This

quarterly is designed to serve your interests and to provide a medium and a
the expression of Oatholic social thought.
appreciate any suggestions you might have to offer.
or the Review.

The Editorial Board would
Articles are also accepted

fA A further notation indicated that communications should be

ailed to the AOSR, Loyola University, 6525 Sheridan Road, Chicago, Illinois.
At this point it might be well to record the basic "business" data of' the
first issue is indicated that t4e ACSR is published quarterly

2Minutes of the Business Meeting of the AOSS, December 29, 1939.
3Letter of Father Gallagher to Sister P<1ary Clare, S.S.N.D., Notre Dame
onvent, Oleveland, Ohio, October 5, 1941.
4 ACSR , I (No.1, March, 1940), p.38.
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during the mgnths of March, June, October, and December by the ACSS, and that
the ACSR is sent without additional charge to all members, indicating also the
subscription price for non-members of the ACSS is two dollars a year.

There

was the additional statement that the application for entry as second class
matter was pending in the governmental postal service. 5

A short time later the

ACSR was sent to constituent members for three dollars and to those holding
insti tutional membership for £'i ve do 11 ars, with the subscription rate to nonmembers of the

ACSS at still two dollars a year.6

Shortly afterwards there

followed the announcement that the ACSR was indexed in The Catholic Periodical
Index.7

At a rather early date there were some demands for the complete series

of the ACSR and the price for such single copies was stated as fifty cents,
other orders for two or more copies were sent on request as well, expecting the
return postage to accompany such orders. 8
The first issue of the fifth volume, on the reverse side of the "Table of
Contents D noted the folloWing, under listing of members of the Editorial Board:
Editorial and Business Office: Loyola University, 6525 Sheridan
Road, Chicago 26, Ill. All business and editorial communications
should be sent to the above address.
Address all communications concerning book reviews to the Rev.
Bernard Mulvaney, C.S.V., Catholic University of America, Washington
17, D. C.
The American Catholic Sociological Review is published quarterly,
during the months of March, June, October, and December. Annual
for constituent (person) and 65.00 for
membership dues are
institutional members; the annual dues include a subscription to
the Review. The subscription rate for non-members is $2.00 a year.
Foreign subscriptions are $2.25. Make all checks payable to the

.,.00

5ACSR, I (No.1, March, 1940),

P.,.

6Ibid ., p.42.

7~, III (No.1, March, 1942), p.l.
8 ACSR, IV (No.4. December. 1943), p.246.

American Catholic Sociological Society.9
The next year had the following announcement in policy:
Back numbers of the American Catholic Sociological Review are still
available from the office of the Executive-Secretary, Loyola
University, Ohicago, Illinois. There is a limited number of early
issues. The price for single copies is fifty cents. Orders for
two or more copies should be accompanied by postage.
Student Subscriptions
As a result of 2 decision made by the mel2!bers of the ACSS at the
December convention, yearly student subscriptions to the Review m~
be secured at el.OO. This rate will be given under the following
condi tions :
a) Five or more students to subscribe
b) All magazines to be sent to one address.
Further information m~ be had by writing to the American Catholic
Sociological Review,Loyola University, 6525 Sheridan Road, Chicago,
Illinois. 10
It was desired and expected from the beginning that the ACSR would and
ought to reach as wide as possible a reading public of sociological interests
and problems.

In a letter of appeal for subscriptions and greater interest,

Father Gallagher wrote the following:

liThe magazine goes to the members of

the Society and others engaged in the teaching of the social sciences, chairmen
of departments of sociology, professors, and presidents of Catholic Colleges.
The list of subscribers also includes a number of libraries, students and
interested individuals. hll
It has been noted that in the beginning a preference ..laS al1O\"ed for the
members of the ACSS relative to the a.rticles for publication in the ACSR.

Thus,

that action was in keeping with the double purpose of the AGSR earlier mentioned
and taken together with the conclusion of a very careful study conducted so as

9 ACSR , V (No. 1, ~~rch, 1944), p.2.
10.@§!, VI (No.1, t.larch, 1945), p. 64.
llLetter of Father Gallagher to the Reverend T. Mitchell, the School of
!Social Work, Catholic University of America, t'Iashington, D. C., May 4, 1940.
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to determine. just how much could be expected reasonably from the membership of
the AOSS to contribute articles to the ACSR.

This study, conducted by

~liss

Marguerite Reuss of Marquette University, Milwaukee, found that the members of
the AOSS had published 189 articles in 1938 and 279 articles in 1939.
good eVidence 12
keep the

~

This is

that the members of the AOSS were sufficiently productive to

reasonably well supplied with material of acceptable quality.

According to the established policy of the ACSS, the customary procedure
of the newly elected president of the AOSS is to appoint the members of the
Editorial Board.

An important criterion upon which this decision rests is that

the desired or designs.ted members of the Editorial Board must be prominent
members, or quite active, in the affairs of the ACSS as well as being writers
of some demonstrated merit, and preferably those persons who have written for
the AOSR. 13
Another policy of the AOSR is the publishing of original manuscripts only
and it never reprints articles in toto which have appeared in some other pub1ication.

No honorarium is paid for articles published.

Oase studies and those

articles which might overlap with popular magazines (as Thought, Oommonwea1. or
America) are not published. l4

These standards have not always been met, nor

has there always been a great abundance of material of publishable quality con1
tributed by members of the AOSS from which to choose articles for the AOSR. 5

12Rosenfe1der, indicated in his research, p.109.
l3Letter of Father Gallagher to Fcther Furfey, the President of the ACSS
in 1944, March 4, 1944.
14Information from a personal interview of the author with Father Gallagher
15Ibid.

There is some evidence that members of the Editorial Board itself who had
been appointed in large part because they were writers of some note were quite
remiss in producing articles for the ACSR.

An examination of the listing of

~embers

of the Editorial Board in Appendix II (p.81) will indicate the several

~embers

who have contributed articles to the ACSR.

Also, there is an exchange

pf correspondence between Father Gallagher and Dr. Eva J. Ross when '$he was the
!President of the AOSS in 194;.
~e

Father Gallagher then wrote to her:

ItI think

ought to remove from our Editorial Board the names of inactive people and

iSubsti tute people who would be actually interested in the magazine. 1I16 But Dr.
~ss,

as President of the ACSS, concurred in this opinion that such delinquent

~embers

of the Editorial Board deserved to be removed for their lack of writing

suitable articles, yet she felt that they might be offended by such action. 17
Dr. Ross prevailed upon the Executive-Secretary that it would be prudent to
Pollow a sort of compromise by which Father Gallagher would write the negligent
nembers and encourage them to contribute articles to the AOSR.
~ss

noted then:

h}~mbers

At that time Dr.

of the Editorial Board are asked to provide one

~cce?table article yearly in the field of sociology. 1118
When Dr. Eva J. Ross was President of the AOSS in 194;, Father Gallagher
rias obliged to advise her:

liThe quality of the American Oatholic SOCiological

~eview is seriously impaired by the utter absence of contributions. 1119

And in

944, when Father Furfey was the President of the AOSS, Father Gallagher wrote

l6Letter of Father Gallagher to Dr. Eva J. Ross, January 18, 1943.
17Letter of Dr. Ross to Father Gallagher, February 1;, 194;.
18 Ibid •
19Letter of Father Gallagher to Dr. Ross, November 7, 194;.

~ him
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enquiring if he could supply a suitable article for publication,

iBince:

"I hnve just enought materis_l for the December issue (Volume V, Number

~

pf December, 1944) if I use two rather lengthy and tortuous articles now in my
possession.

I would rather use one of them in the March issue if I can get

lanother article by December 4th. 1120
The recorded comments noted above are not intended to suggest ths.t these
larticles published in the ACSR during this period are of an inferior type and
~esperate

substitutions.

Simply, there was some failure of the members of the

ACSS to produce needed articles.
°ndexed in The Catholic Periodical

The very fact, however, that the ACSR is
Ind~~

Ian indication of the value of the ACSR.
ndex wrote to Father Gallagher in 1941:
~91ic

from the beginning of its existence is
The Editor of The Catholic Periodical
PAs you no doubt know, the American

SoCiological Review is indexed regularly in The Catholic Periodical

ndex, which is subscribed to by hundreds of libraries, Catholic and non-Cath~lic,

both here and abroad.

The inclusion of your publication in the Index

attests to its value for reference purposes.1J 2l
The apparent shortcomings on the part of some members of the ACSS and of
I.he Editorial Board of the ACSR heve been recorded here merely to sw;gest to the
eader that the job of publishing a learned periodical is a difficult and often
~isheartening

experience to the responsible persons.

~onsideration

that inasmuch as the ACSR is the office'! organ of a national

~ociety

There is, also, the large

(the ACSS), it must be ;:;rudently careful in policy to have a good rep-

resentation of writers from all areas of the nation when possible.

The

~

has

20Letter of Father Gallagher to Father Furfey, November 20, 1944.
21Letter of Mr. Lawrence A. Leavey, The Editor of The Catholic Periodical
ndex, to the ACSS, ~~rch 28, 1941.

~

,2
~een critic~zed
~estern
~ell

area and who were very energetic workers in the affairs of the AOSS as

as whose general interest has been concentrated in theory.

~ation
~n

for the fact that it had featured certain writers in the mid-

This sit-

has not obtained in later years. Merely to glance at Appendix III (p. 90)

order to note the contributors suggests that in more recent years there has

been a greater inclusion of the membership of the AOSS and a more empirical
~reatment

of articles contributed to the ACSR.

The following table notes the

membership duration of Editorial Board Members for the period of' this study.
TABLE I
THE

AMERIOAi~

OATHOLIC SOOIOLOGICAL REVIEW:

THE EDITORIAL BOARD:

1940-1954, SUMMARY OF' C01-f.?ARi'.TIVE DURA'!'ION OF MEMBERSHIP OF 'I'HE
FIFTY-FOUR fERSONS INDIOATED IN Al--'PENDIX II OF 'I'liIS STUDY
Number of
issues of
the AOSR

Number of Persons Serving on Editorial Bd.
for time noted

Number of
issues of
the AOSR

Number of Persons
Serving on Editorial Bd. for the
time noted

1-4 (1 yr.)

12

33-36 i9 yrs.)

2

5-8 (2 yrs. )

9

37-40 (10 yrs.)

1

9-12 (3 yrs.)

13

41-44 (11 yrs.)

1

13-16 (4 yrs.)

.2-

45-48 (12 yrs.)

1

17-20 (5 yrs. )

4

49-52 (13 yrs.)

1

21-24 (6 yrs.)

3

53-56 {14 yrs.l

0

25-28 (7 yrs.J

1

57-60il2 yrs.}

1

29-32 (8 yrs. )

0

-

..

--_.-

-.-~

One of the intentions in the minds of the founders of the AOSR was to
ancourage discussion in the clarification of ideas of the exact position of

Catholic soc~ologists in the field of sociology.

Therefore, the AOSR adopted

a policy of incorporating a section on "Comments and Correspondence" after a
controversial article had been published.

Sometimes this policy was successful

in evoking comments from readers; other times it was not.
Having demonstrated general policies of the ACSR and having indicated some
dif'f'icul t events confronting the Editorial Board of the

~

in the execution

of these policies, it is now suitable at this point to direct some attention to
a further examination of certain plans or departments and sections of the AOSR
so as to further demonstrate how the

~

has grown in scope.

It has been pre-

viously noted that from its first issue the ACSB featured a section entitled
IlNews of Sociological Interest,1I which was intended to publicize other conventions, meetings, or doings of a sociological character.
The section of "News of Sociological Interest ll aims to acquaint the members
of the ACSS and the readers of the AOSR with new developments in the curricula
of colleges and announces new books and other publications of the members.

This

section was utilized later on to provide the services of publishing some job
openings which were occasionally available for teachers of sociology and to make
known any known scholarship opportunities in the field of sociology for advanced
~tudy

and research grants available to interested and qualified stUdents.
Another service offered was the biennial Roster of the ACSS published in

~he ~ with the June, 1941, issue.

This register was enlarged later as a

"Who I s Who Among Catholic Sociologists \I in October, 1946.
~upplied

in this section was compiled by Dr. Olement S. Mihanovich of St. Louis

~niversity, Missouri.
~edge

The biographical data

It was intended that these data would give a better know-

of the members, their positions both in class-room work as well as in off-

campus organizations and agencies.

Another·service of the ACSR which was offered to its subscribers was the
publication from time to time of Harguerite Heuss's IIRese8.rch Census of Members
of the ACSS." 22

This activity provided an excellent source of reference for

the members of the ACSS as well as suggesting several possibilities for some
further research along some suggested lines.

It aided in giving the members of

the ACSS a sense of professional pride in the work being accomplished by other
members of' their own professional group.

This also did much to promote the

objsctives of the ACSS in that it had deCidedly stimulated a concerted study and
research among the Catholics working in the field of sociology and it helped to
create a sense of solidarity among them.

The first of ?v1iss Reuss I

IJResearch

pensus" articles was published in 1958 and that Census included for the year in
~hich

it was conducted the research projects and such publications as books,

~onographs,

pamphlets, mag§Zines and newspaper articles.

subjects and the number of articles written is impressive:

The very wide range of
Social Psychology,

History, Theory of' Sociology, Methods of Research, Human Ecology, Rural Sociology, Educational Sociology, Connnunity Sociology, Social Work, Family, Sociology
of Religion, Criminology, Political Sociology, Immigration, Christian Social
Policy, Social Economics, and Cultural Anthropology.

She had then noted that

there were sixty-eight articles or literary works on these seventeen subjects,
and as F'ather Rosenfelder suggests from this one rather typical year, it was a
2
valuable source of reference to the members of the ACSs. 5

The last appearance

of the "Research Census of' the Members of the ACSS n by Miss Reuss was December,

22Appendix II, near the end of that listing, indicates this particular
service and the members of' the ACSS associated with it.
25Rosenfelder,

p.ll~.

~94;,

issue of the ACSR.

A search of the files of the ACSS did not reveal

immediately to this writer the reason for discontinuing this eminently worthwhile project.

With Father Rosenfelder this writer agrees that this has been a

~ighly desirable and valuable servide to the AGSS membership.24
A more recent section introduced to the readers of the AGSR was the sectUr
entitled "Notes of Sociological Interest."

It seeks primarily to present to the

Ireaders of the AGSR some significant studies in the form of research with re~orts

and articles of interest to the professional sociologists and which are

itoo sbort to be present as the usual articles featured in the AGSR. 25
It now remains for us to consider the development of the section where consideration is given to "Book Reviews" and the "Review of Periodicals. II

The

~irst issue of the ACSR in March, 1940, carried a section for book reviews.
I~hat

In

initial issue of the AGSR there was as yet no official Book Review Editor

and only two books were reviewed in that issue.
ly lengthened in space and influence in the ACSR.

With time this section gradualThe minutes of the Business

peeting of the 1948 Convention of the ACSS contain a remark by Father Gsllagher
~hat this section merits high praise.

Relative to changes in the Book Review section, Dr. Paul J. Mundie of
Marquette University and the 1940 President of the AGSS wrote to Father
Gallagher:
Thank you for the first copy of the American Catholic Sociological
Review. I think it is a very creditable job. The book reviews, however, are not my idea of what scholarly book reviews should be ••• !
believe that our book review department should be a well developed

24Ibid ., p.ll7.
25Information from personal interview of the author with F'ather Gallagher.

l

department and to do that i.;e should ap:,oint a book review editor,
whom we will rotate from year to year. Then we can ruL~ounce the
name of" the book review editor in the section and request that
books for review be sent directly to him. The editor can then
send them out to reviewers who accept the task, and in this way
we can take an orderly arrang eent for the reviewing of all the
2
important books of sociology.
That suggestion of the President of the ACSS of 1940 was duly acted upon
with the result that the foundation upon which this seotion has been established
is solidly sound and has progressed and grown well.

Father Gallagher, the

Executive Chairman of the Editorial Board, wrote to Dr. };1undie in these words:
/lI've sent letters to most of the Catholic publishers and many of the non-Catholic publishers.

Others are coming in.

I think it would be a good idea to

appoint a book review editor. n27
In the following year when the Reverend Francis Friedel, S.M., became the
President of the ACSS, 1941, then Dr. Paul J. Mundie of 14arquette University,

~ilwaukee, was appointed as the first Book Review Editor. 28 In the March, 1941,
issue and under an officially appointed Book Review Editor, the Book Review
section published reviews of eight books.
~lar

Dr. Mundie remained in this partic-

capacity until 1945 when two other editors were appointed.

They were the

~everend Bernard Mulvaney, C.S.V., of the Catholio University of America, and
~r. Eva J. Ross of Trinity College, Washington, D. C.

Their names first appear

as editors of the Book Review section in the June, 1945, issue.
In that same issue appears for the first time the sub-division.of the Book
!Revie\.; section called

26Letter of Dr.

"Shorter Notices, II

and which was intended to be that

~fundie to Father Gallagher, March 21, 1940.

27Letter of Father Gallagher to Dr. Mundie, April 15, 1940.
28Appendix II, near the end of that listing, indicates the members and
~eir time of service in this editorial capacity.

'57
service to give notice in some fifteen to twenty lines on such books because of
their peculiar nature or content did not immediately demand a more detailed review and which were still considered sufficiently important at the time to give
them a short review.
The quality of the work of these two editors prompted this statement in the
pfficial minutes of the Executive Council Meeting:

"The Book Review Editors

are to be commended for the quality of reviewing appearing in their department."
In the following year, in 1945, the Reverend B. Mulvaney's name did not

29

appear as the Book Review Editor from M.arch, 1944, through December, 1949.

Dr.

Ross was succeeded by Brother Gerald J. Schnepp, S.M., who has been the Book
Review Editor of the last twenty issues of the ACSR of this study and continues
in this capacity.
In the March, 1946, issue a new unit of service to the readers of the ACSR
appears.

This newly added service was entitled "Periodical Reviews" and Dr. C.

J. Nuesse served in the capacity as its first editor in the ten issues of
October, 1948, through December, 1950.

Dr. Nuesse was succeeded by Dr. Gordon

C. Zahn, who is presently affiliated with Loyola University, Chicago, and whose
~rm

of office includes the last sixteen issues of the ACSR of this study.

~ahn

continues in this editorial capacity to this writing.

Dr.

This section was another expansion of the scope of influence of the ACSR
~d
~ake

was intended for the Catholic sociologists so that:
available the results of their own investigations,

~ritical

29

UThrough it they can
as well as original

evaluations of sociological literature undertaken from a point of view

Minutes of the Executive Council 14eeting of the ACSS, June, 10, 1944.

ponsistent
~ind

w~th

sound philosophy and theological principles.

in it a medium for contacts with other students of social science or social

~ction who share the Catholic tradition.u;O
~hat

They can also

In the same place it is indicated

this editor was to limit reviews of periodical literature to those articles

pn specifically sociological subjects or on the margins of sociology which have
~pecial
~eview
~ave

pertinence for Catholics, and that no attempt would be made to list or
other significant contributions to sociological literature which do not

such pertinence.
At this point we may appreciate better the purpose and importance attached

~o

the Book Review section by combining the stated opinions of Father Furfey and

Father Hartnett.
points.
~embers

~ooks,

Thus we may gain a rather good summary-picture on these two

Father Furfey urged more books to be reviewed, since:

"After all, the

can depend on secular magazines for scientific evaluations of recent
but our magazine is almost the only source for evaluation from the dis-

~inctive standpoint of Catholic socio10gists. u;l Indicating the purpose and
~mportance

of reviews very neatly, Father Hartnett noted:

In a way I regard the book review section as the most important of the
American Catholic Sociological Review.
We must admit that original
Catholic contributions are few and far between, and involve expenditures for survey which we can not make on a large scale as yet. What
we cnn do is squeeze dry whatever surveys others make, and use their
facts and sociological generalizations in our conceptual scheme. That,
it seems to me, is the way our sociology is going to grow into a comprehensive and consistent body of knowledge. Now this winno.dng,
this taking what is good from the empirical investigations of nonCatholics is done in competent book reviews, it seems to me. Besides
that, the very fact that our people keep reading the best books £md
are encouraged by the American Catholic Sociological Review to read

;0l&§B., VIII (Ho. 1, }\tinrch, 1947), p.

l

77.

;lLetter of Father Furfey of the Oatholic University of' America to Father
~alla.gher, March 4, 1941.

;9
them hae a stimulating effect on all readers.;2
The St. Mary's
~ucted

l~ssion

Seminary Press at Techny, Illinois, which is con-

by the Reverend Fathers of the

¥~ssionary

Society of the Divine Word,

~as printed the ACSR, except for a short period,;; at a very favorably partial
to the ACSS, something far below the price range ordinarily obtaining.

~ost

Their printing work is generally accepted as work of excellent quality and
Fraftsmanship.

Thus, this missionary society of the Church, and particularly

~ts

community at Techny, Illinois, has greatly contributed to the reputation of

~he

ACSR.

~d

acknowledged a debt of gratitude to the ACSS to them in these words:

~erican

Father Gallagher had expressed appreciation to the Techny community
"The

Catholic Sociological Review has not paid for itself in printing and

publishing.

If it were not for the kindness and generosity of the Society of

~he

Divine Word Fathers and Brothers at the passion Press at Techny, Illinois,

~he

American Catholic SoCiological Society would never have been able to carry

pn this most important and much needed project.

I would like to thank publicly

Wather Markert and his workers for their kindness to the American C~tholie

~ociological
~as

Soeiety.n;4

Again at the meeting of the Editorial Board, which

held jointly with that of the Social Research Council, in December 29, 1950,

vhis S8me appreciation Was expressed then by the Executive Secretary of the
Editorial Board. 35

At this time Father Gallagher also had pointed out that

;2Letter of Father Hartnett to Father Galle.gher, January 9, 194,.
;'Information from a personal interview of the author with F'ather Gallagher

,4y~nutes of the Business :Meeting of the ACSS, 14arch " 1946.
~950.

;5Minutes of the ~~eting of the Editorial Board of the ACSR,

-

December 29,

40
~e

had been attempting to obtain advertisements from publishing houses, but

that fe\-l responses to inqueries were not encouraging.

Still, he indicated then,

that further contacts would be made to secure some advertisements in that they
are ordinarily a profitable venture for a publication.,6
The Business !f.eeting of the Thirteenth Annual Convention, which was held
at the Catholic University of America on December 29, 1951, and during the
IPresidency of Father T. J. Harte, C. SSe R., noted thf.lt the lIrembership Committee
pf

~tr.

McGenty reported the membership total as of December 21, 1951, was ,11

members, in addition to which ~re were some 226 other (or total of 5,7) subscriptions to the ACSR.'7
The Executive Secretary reported to the Executive Council in 1954 that the
mailing list indicated that the membership is somewhat static and that the financial status at present time is in good condition.

Atthis meeting, also, some

plans for the 150-page June issue, of the 1954, treating largely of the Sociology of Religion, were described.

It was during this occasion, on the following

day, that questions were raised and discussed treating:

"a- should the ACSR

parry a list of graduates for the year with the A.M. and the Ph.D. degree in
~ociology,

~hould

~he
~-

b- should the ACSR carry a list of dissertations in progress, c-

the department 'News of Sociological Interest' be retained, d- should

'Book Review' section be maintained at the present size or cut do\-m, and
should the roster of membership in the ACSS be published in the ACSR."

The

Pollowing suggestions were made: "a- the roster of membership should be pubished once a year in the October issue, b- the list of A.M. and Ph.D.dissertat-

,6Minutes of the Business Y.eeting of the ACSS, December 29, 1950.
'7r.finutes of' the Business l<leeting of the ACSS, December 29, 1951.
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ions should pe sent to the American Journal of Sociology for publication, and
c- the reviews of literature in several fields of sociology should be carried in
designated issues of the ACSR.",8
The minutes of the Executive Council Meeting of December, 1954, reveal that
the financial status was good and state that there is good coverage of Catholic
sociology in the country.,9

On this occasion the President of the ACSS, Dr.

C. J. Nuesse, presented a memorandum prepared by Dr. John Donovan, the Chairman
pf the Research Council.

'The subject of the statement bears the title "Resolut-

ions Relating to the Revisions in the Research Council Organization and Functions."

The date of this document is recorded as December 16, 1954.

The Pres-

ident of the ACSS, Dr. Nuesse, submitted the three-fold recommendation to the
~embers

assembled:

~emorandum
~til

Da_ the Executive Council recieve the memorandum; b- the

be submitted to the in-coming council; c- no further action be taken

further study is made of the content of the memorandum.

~animously

accepted the recommendations. "40

The members

The minutes are signed:

"Sr •

4ary Jeanine, O.S.F., Secy. pro. tem." who is the current President of the AOSS.
The following chapter will especially endeavor to indicate in proper
~equence

and in summary form a description of the contents of articles which

have been contributed to the AOSR in the period of this study; also, there is
presented an analysis of the contents of the articles contributed in this period
considered.

,8Minutes of the Executive Council Meeting of the Acss, April, 22, 1954.
,9 Ibid •

l

40Minutes of the Executive Council Meeting of the ACSS, December 28, 1954.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND AKALYSIS OF COiJTENTS OF THE ACSR:
VOLUME I

(1940) TO VOLUME XV (1954)

The previous chapter describing the Editorial Board of the AOSR noted
several changes in the structure of the AOSR.

This chapter will chiefly aim to

resent the sequence in which new features were added, their frequency, and a
descriptive statement of the item-entries of the ACSR.

A descriptive analysis

of the content of the AOSR in the fifteen-year period of this study will also be
given.
Worth noting here is Dr. Paul J. Mundie's entire statement which was the
irst entry of the first issue of the AOSR. It was both the statement of the
resident of the AOSS (for

1940) and it contained the basic philosophy, as it

ere, of the AOSR:
THE AMERIOAN OATHOLIC SOOIOLOGIOAL Rh"'VIEW
With this issue the American Oatholic Sociological Society
inaugurates its quarterly journal. The REVIEW is intended to further
the exchange of knowledge and to promote research among Oatholic
sociologists.
Sociology has grown rapidly in the past twenty-five years and its
standing as an independent science is now established. It is particularly important that Oatholics undertake a leadership in the further
development of this science. Society today is in dire need of help
both from students of society and its organization and from trained
persons who can apply this knowledge to the practical problems of our
ciVilization.
Oatholics have a body of' truths to serve as guides in the study
of social theory and, because of this, society for them can never be a
goal less or purposeless organism, nor can society be ~~ end or purpose
in itself'.
Oatholics will not be poorer SCientists, but rather better
scientists for knowing thnt men has a supern8.tural destiny and that
society has as its goal the organization of social life in such manner
as to help man attain this dest:.ny. But, this organization of social
life must be thoroughly studied. Indeed, this study is the subject of
theoretical sociology. Sociology is not a catch-all attempt to apply
to practical life problems the knowledge of history, economics,

l
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l

political science, biology, psychology, and ethics. It is true that
applied sociology will make use of these sciences in formulating
ameliorative and curative programs, but theoretical sociology -- those
branches of which give our subject its standing as a science -- is the
study of the organization of society.
There is no need to press this point. Three years ago the American
Oatholic Sociological Society was founded upon the express principle
that sociology \iaS more than a conglomorate of the social sciences and
the Society was to offer a medium to scholars to aid in the development
of a sociology consistent with fundamental truth.
Elsewhere in the REVIEW are the names of the members of the Editorial
Board 1-'ho will guide its policies. It is expected that the REVIEW will
not only publish the papers of the annual conventions, but will serve
also in publishing research articles and book reviews.
Thus, we launch the quarterly in high hopes for its success as a
scholarly and scientific contribution to sociology. PAUL J. ML~mIEl
In the sixty issues of the AOSR during the period of this study there were
~

total of

~rticles

item-entries in the tables of content;

contributed to the AOSR.

255

of this number were

The distribution of the number of these item-

appearing in each issue is indicated in Table II on tile following page.

~ntries

~his

457

table notes that in the first issue of the AOSR (that of I4arch, 1940), it

~ad

twelve item-entries altogether; the number eight in parentheses 1(8)"follow-

~ng

immediately after the Arabic numerical expression "12" in this table indic-

~tes

that there are eight of the twelve item-entries which are articles in the

March, 1940, issue.

Looking at the whole vertical column of March of this table

pne notes that the March issues throughout the fifteen-year period of the AOSR
presented a greater number of articles (the number within the parentheses) than
~he

June, October, or December issues.

~ottom

of Table II on the following page one notes that the grand totals do also

~ndicate

that there is generally a decreasing number of articles (that numerical

~xpression
~

Looking at the "GRAl';D TOTALS II at the

within the parentheses), to the extent that the March issues carried

grand total of seventy-four articles, that of June had sixty-two, that of

l~, I (No.1, March, 1940), p.5
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TABLE II

OF QUARTERLY ITEM-ENTRIES
a
OF 'l'RE "TABLE OF CONTE:l'~TS" 1940 TO 1954

THE Mv1ERICIl.N CATHOLIC SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW:

VOLUME NUMBER
AND YEAR

MARCH

JUNE

OCTOBER

DECEMBER

YEARLY
TOTAL

I (1940)

12 (8)

8 L6)

1 (5)

9 (6}

36 {25}

II (1941)

8 (6)

10 (6)

7 (5)

9 (5)

34 (22)

III (1942)

8 (6)

8 (6)

9 (6)

9 (5)

34 {231

IV (1943)

8 (6)

6 (4)

6 (4)

8 (4)

28 (181

V (1944)

9 (7)

7 (5)

8 (5)

8 (4)

32 (2l)

VI (l o45)

8(5)

7

~(4)

10 (5)

8 (4)

33 (18)

VIIf1946)

9 (6)

8 14)

~...(4)

10 (5)

36(191

VIII (1947)

10 (5)

7 (3)

8141

8 (4)

33 (16)

IX (1948)

10 (5)

7 (4)

8 (4)

8 (4)

33 (17)

X (1949)

7 (4)

6 (3)

6 (3)

6 (2)

25.02 )

XI (19'50)

7 (4)

6 (3)

6 (3)

7 (4)

26 (14)

XII (1951)

6 (3)

7(4)

6 (3)

7 (2)

26 (12)

XIII (1952l

6 (3)

5. .(2)

6 (3)

7 (3)

24 (11)

XIV (1953)

6 (3)

6 (2)

7 (3)

8 (4)

27 (12)

6 (3)
9 (6)
XV (1954)
**************** ************" *********"'*
ISSUES OF
ISSUES OF
MARCH
JUNE
GRAND TOTALS
120 (74)
107 (62)

8 (3)
7 (3)
30 (15)
**********>i "'*********** ~************
ISSUES OF ISSUES OF FIFTEEN YEAF
OCTOBER
DECEMBER
PERIOD
110 (60)
120 (59)
457 (255)

aIt is to be noted that the total o~ ite~entries in each issue is ~ollowed
the number o~ individuals contributing articles in parentheses,v.g.,Vol. I,
No.1, March, 1940, there are twelve item-entries, eight o~ which are articles.

by

l

SU~ll-1ARY
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that of Octoper had sixty, and that of December had fifty-nine in the
distribution of the

255 articles contributed to the ACSR in the fifteen year

period of this study.
It is quite interesting to note that of the sixty issues of the ACSR the
first issue (March, 1940) had a total of twelve item-entries of which eight are
articles contributed to the ACSR.

Appendix III (p.90) of this thesis reproduce

this "Table of Contents" and the subsequent ones.

An examination of the "Table of Contents ll of this period suggests that the
total

457 item-entries and their frequency of occurence are conveniently reduce

to a ten-fold division; that is, these

457 item-entries can be grouped under te

distinct headings, listed in Table III, noting also a few minor exceptions on
the following page which gives Table III.
A broad analysis of the content will now be made relative to the purpose

0

the Constitution of the ACSS, subject matter areas, as well as noting some sigificant trends suggested by the material in the passing years of the ACSR. The
articular emphases and special problems which have occupied the interest of th
contributors will be indicated, as well as a notably greater concern for more
empirical sociology in the passing years which is reflected in the published
articles of the members of the ACSS.

~~jor

attention will be given to the

articles of the ACSR.
As the official organ of a professional and learned society, the ACSR has
a weighty responsibility in realizing the specific purposes, as officially
tated, of the organization it serves.

The purposes of the ACSS are noted in

. ts Constitution which is reproduced in Appendix I (p. 74).

There is a rather

triking relationship bet'tleen the item-entries of each issue of the ACSR and the

l

urposes of the ACSS as reflected in its Constitution.

The ACSR is intended
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TABLE III
THE k"vIERIClIN CATHOLIC SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW:

DISTRIBUTION OF THE 457

ITEM-ENTRIES OF THE IITABLE OJ;' CONTEhTS," 1940 TO 1954

DESCRIPTION OF ITEM-ENTRY CATEGORY
1 - Articles

NUMBER
252

2 - "Book Reviews ua

60

3 - "News of SoCiological Interest" b

59

4 - Reporting on Annual Convention of the ACSS

6

2 - Reporting on Round Tables, Symposia, Tributes

4

6 - Reporting on Roster of the ACSS, or Who's Who Among Catholic
Sociologists, or Listing of' Members
c
7 - IIIndex to Volume"

6
13

8 - "Notes of Sociological Interest"

15

9 - "Communications"
10 - IIPeriodical Reviews"
GRAtl1) TOTAL OF ITEr-I-ENTRIES OF' THE FIRST SIXTY ISSUES OF THE ACSR
IN THE FIRST FIFTEEN-YEAR PERIOD

3
36
457

aVolume IX, Number 1, l>larch, 1948, had two item-entries of' IIBook Reviews"
the f'irst one, p. 49, really belongs and is so counted, under the heading of'
"Communications in number 9 (IiCommunications" category) below.
bvolurue VIII, Number 4, December, 1947, omitted this item-entry.
CThe

IITable of Contents" of' the December issue ordinarily carries an Index

~or that year, but this item-entry is absent in the two issues of December,1940

(but this index is to be f'ound on p.228 of' the bound volume), and the December
of Volume XI, 1950 (and this index is to be f'ound in the bound volume on
~he f'irst f'ew pages, pp. 1-4).
~ssue

....---------------------------------------------------------47
o serve as

~

tangible year-round tie among the members of the ACSS, to be a

ond of unity and fellowship for mutual professional improvement.

The ACSR

strives to accomplish this end by publishing scholarly contributions in its
articles which titles are indicated in the "Tables of Contents ll of Appendix III
(p.90), together with critical surveys of some current trends in the social
sciences, reviews of books and periodical literature, some reports on research
in progress.
Each item-entry of the sixty issues has been evaluated or classified as to
it best applies to one of the purpose categories of the Consti\ution of the
CSS.

Table IV on the following page notes these purposes together with the
of item-entries in periods of three years in order to show whatever

mphases exist in these periods of time.

Table IV also summarizes the classif-

. cation under the heading of "CODE ONEil of Appendix III.

The total number of

item-entries in a particular time period is followed imoediately by a number in
arentheses which represents the number of articles in that group and period.
For example, the first category (under Roman numeral "III) reads, liTo stimulate
concerted study and research among Catholics in the field of sociology, II is
ollowed by 1120 11 (Without parentheses) signifies the total number of itemntries for the three year period of 1940 to 1942 inclusive classified under
his particular category.

Then there immediately follows a second numerical

xpression within parentheses, in this case "(20)11, which indicates that this
total number of articles which have been contributed to
he ACSR in this same period of time classifiable under category "I".

Thus, it

s that the number without the parentheses always represents the total number
f item-entries and the number which follows immediately within parentheses
1ways represents that number of articles of the total item-entries in that time
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THE

.
Alv1ERIC1J'~

TABLE IV
CATHOLIC SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW:

DISTRIBUTION OF TIlE 457

I'lEl-i-ENTRIES AHD 255 ARTICLES IN THE PERIOD 1940 TO 1954 a
~************************* ********* ********* *****~*** ~********

CATEGORY

:1940-1942 1943-1945 1946-1948 1949-1951 1952-1954

***********
TOTAL

~I-To stimulate

concerted study
and research
among Catholics
in the field of
168 (164)
sociology. II
20 (20)
36 (35)
41 (41)
34 (34) 37 (34)
._---------------.-+------II------...- - - - - - - f - - - - - + l - - - - - - - I
'II-To create a
sense of solidari ty among'
Catholic
sociologists"

67 (35)

41 (10)

33

(0)

26

(1)

27

(2)

194

(48)

__---------------f-----.-.-._--- - 1 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - + - - - - - - + - 1 - - - - - - - - 1
'III-To unearth
and disseminate
the sociological
implications of
the Catholic
thought patterri'

15 (15)

12 (12)

25 (11)

15

<.~)

14

(2)

81

(43)

--------------f----+---------f------I----------IH--------t-t

IV-Unc1assifiable according
to the Consti tutionl?,l Purposedl

2 (0)

GRA1~D TOTALS: 104 (70)

(0)

3 (0)

93 (57)

102 (52)

4

(0)

3 (0)

77 (38)

81 (38)

2

~************************* ********* ********* ********* *********
-----

l

..__ .

14

(0)

457 (255)

***********
----

~he reader is reminded, as was noted on the previous page, that the four
pategories listed in the left-handed column above are according to the purposepategories which are indicated in the Constitution of the ACSS in three year
periods and as noted under heading "CODE ONEil of Appendix III (the number in
parentheses above indicating articles contributed to the ACSR)j the reader may
~ish to consult here the Explanatory Page of Appendix III, p.90.

period and ip that particular purpose-category.
The first stated purpose of the ACSS expressed in its Constitution is:
"To stimulate concerted study and research among Catholics in the field of
sociology. II

In the f'ifteen-year period of the 457 item-entries, (255 of the

457 are articles), 168 item-entries are classifiable under this category, and
164 of the 168 are articles.

Table IV on the preceding page indicates that

within each three year period there is a progressively greater number of itementries and articles generally classifiable under this category.

The period

of 1946 to 1948 inclusive shows the highest number of item-entries and articles
in this category.

The challenging and rather turbulent years immediately which

followed World War II perhaps is an explaining factor of this trend.
The second stated purpose of the ACSS expressed in its Constitution, "'1'0
create a sense of solidarity among Catholic sociologists, /I embraces 194 itementries, and 48 of these 194 are articles.

Table IV on the preceding page

indicates to the reader the notably high concentration of such item-entries in
this category in the first three-year period (1940 to 1942, inclusive).

In this

time of its initial groi'/th (1940 to 1942 inclusive) the ACSR carried a total of

104 item-entries, seventy of which are articles in this first three-year period.
Sixty-seven of these 104 item-entries are classifiable in this second category
and of the sixty-seven item-entries in this second category in the first three!year period there are thirty-five articles. . The fact that the ACSR is a new
tpublice.tion in this time helps to explain better this early emphasis.
The third and final stated purpose of the ACSS expressed in its Constitutp.on is:

"To unearth and disseminate the sociological implications of the

patholic thought pattern.
~re

Ii

In the first fif'teen-year period of the ACSR there

a total of eighty-one item-entries and forty-three of these eighty-one are

T~ble

articles.
~n

IV, on p.48, notes how these item-entries are distributed

the three-tear intervals.

The reader will observe that the three-year period

pf 1946 to 1948 inclusive is the most eventfUl for this particular category.
Again, the post-World War II years of generally unsettled conditions perhaps
best explains the frequency of the particular endeavor

&~d

interest here noted.

The final cat~gory of Table IV, "IV-Unclassifiable according to the constitution
al purposes,"

indics.tes that of the fourteen item-entries, none is an article.

In this grouping are oounted the Index to each volume, noted previously in
~able

III, p. 46, of this study.
In the sixty issues of the ACSR in its first fifteen-year period of exist-

~nce

the several articles published have aided in fUrthering the purposes of the

~CSS

as reflected in its Constitution.

~64

In this time 168 item-entries, including

articles (of the grand total of 457 item-entries of which 255 are articles),

F3erved lito stimulate concerted study and research among Catholics in the field
pf sociology. II
~ight

There are also in this time 194 item-entries (including forty-

articles) which have served "to create a sense of solidarity among

~atholic

sociologists."

And finally the ACSR carried eighty-one item entries

including forty-three articles) which served "to unearth and disseminate the
SOCiological implications of the Oatholic thought pattern. II
It is interesting to compare these same 457 item-entries described above as
~hey relate to the purposes of the Constitution of the ACSS with yet another
~ivision or classification.
~reas

How do these 457 item-entries relate to the specific

of interest in the science of sociology?

~mphasized

~ppendix

What particular areas have been

by contributors of articles to the ACSR?

The Explanatory Page of

III (p.90) indicates this second classification of these item-entries

under the heading of IICODE TWO Il and Table V on page 52 of this study summarizes

51
the distribu~ion of the 457 item-entries (of which 255 are articles) classified in Appendix III in three-year intervals.

The reader should bear in mind

thut only one symbol or classification ,,,as used (Arabic numberals "I" to "16")
by this writer, with inevitable overlaping.

Table V on the following page in-

dicates in parentheses the articles of a three-year period in that particular
category.

Thus, in the first category, "I-Theory and History" for the first

three-year period of 1940 to 1942 inclusive, "17" indicates to the reader the
total item-entries of this period in this category, and the numerical expression immediately following within parentheses (in this case 11(17)" indicates to
the reader the number of articles in the total of item-entries.
Considering the fact that Catholic sociologists hold a system of philosophy
and theology peculiar to the Catholic Faith and at times at striking variance
with non-Catholic sociologists, there is understandably a larger emphasis of
item-entries in the first category than in anyone of the majority of subsequent
categories listed in Table V on the following page.
~lliphasis

~ore

in the earlier years, noted in the three-year periods, for articles

IIphilosophical" or theoretical to be treated.

~mphasis

There is decidedly a larger

In the later years less

was directed toward this particular category.

Several of the articles

contributed to the ACSR by Father Furfey are classifiable in this first categolY.
~ppendix IV (p.122) lists the articles that he contributed and also notes his

!classification.
The second category listed in Table V on the following page, "2-Social
Institutions and Organization," has received the greatest amount of attention in
the fifteen-year period.

There are in this category a grand total of 156 item-

entries, which includes seventy-three articles.

Except for the last three-year

period of 1952 to 1954 inclusive, as also in the first category, there is a

,-
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TABLE V
[HE /u"vlERICAN CATHOLIC SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEyl:

.
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OF 457 ITBl'~-El;TRIES,

(p.48), BUT ACCORDING TO IICODE 1"1'10" OF APPENDIX IlIa

.. ******************~ ********* *********
********* ********* ********* *******
CA'I'EGORY
'l-Theory and
History 1/

1940-1942 1943-1945 1946-1948 1949-1951 1952-1954

,.-

'2-Socia1 Insti tutions & Organiz. 1l

17 (17)

13 (13)

15 (1~)

33 (21)

29(16)

24 (n)

TOTAL

(8)

12 (12)

65 (65'

24(12)

26 (13)

136 (73 \

8

"3-Socia.! Pathology

0

(0 )

2

(2)

(0 )

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

"4-Social l13ycholo.e:v

3

(3 )

4

(4..L __..2---l2)

4

(4)

3

(3)

19 (19\

115_Human Ecolo'<:.v ll

1

(1)

5

('5)

5

(5)

0

(0 )

1

(1)

12 (12'

1l6-PoDu1ation ll

0

Le)

6

(6}

4

(3 )

1

(1)

3

(3)

14 (13'

"7-Races and
Nattgnali ties II

1

(1)

1

il..L

9

(9)

3

(3)

0

(0 )

14( 14 \

"8-Methods of
Research ll

0

(0 )

1

(1)

0

(0 )

3

(3)

1

(1 )

5

(5)

1I9-fuciohirY Elsewhere'

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

1

(1)

1

(1 ,

1I10-Ot:ter &>cial ~ience'

6

(61

2

(2)

3

(3)

4

(4)

1

(I)

1/11-Socia1 Reform"

4-.-l4.1-

----.2

(3)

0

COL

2

(2)

0

i9J

26
(0)_ I--'

(0 )

0

2

(2'

16 (16)
9

(9)

1I12-Sociologica1
Shoo-Talk" ,-

27

(9)

20

(2)

33

(0 )

25

"13-Student Dissertations ll

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

0

(0 '

"14-Specia1 Bibliofrro')hies"

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

0

(0 '

"1&)"Socie.l Survey"

2

t?.L

0

(0 )

0

(0 )

-0

(0 )

1

(1)

3

(3'

16-Hiscellaneous
- , - - -" - ~--~?)., .,_L_.c~)

4

ill

-3

(1)

-6

(2)

II

GRAND TOTALS

104 (70)

93 (57)

******************* *****"'***' ******"'**

102 (52)
*********~

131 (11 \

30.,(12'

77 (38)

81 (38)

457(255)

*********

********~

********

aThe reader at this point may profitably consult Appendix III (p.90) as well
as Table IV on p.48; Table V above notes especially interest areas.

, ill

5;5
decreasing
egory.

n~ber

of item-entries of the ACSR classifiable in this second Cat-

Seventy-three of the 1;56 item-entries for the fifteen-year period are

articles contributed to the ACSR.

The names of authors and the titles of their

articles contributed, listed in Appendix IV (p.122), show such examples as
Sister Mary Liguori's articles, as the one entitled "The Oentral Verein, a NonInstitutional Social Oontrol."
Some explanation is needed to present the third category listed in Table V
on the preceding page, ";5-Social Pathology," which received a total of two itementries (and both articles) in the fifteen-year period of this study.

Both of

these articles appear in Volume V, listed in Appendix IV under the author's
ne.me, are Lucian Lauerman IS liThe Social
Father Furfey I s

II

Steam ?Ol'ler:

~lorker

and Postwar Reconstruction," and

A Study in the Sociology of Invention."

However,

because of other categories listed in Table V (such as "4-Social Psychology,"
"5-Human Ecology," "6-Population," or "7-Races and Nationalities," for example)
item-entries placed more suitably in these categories (in the judgment of this
writer) in a more general sense might well be grouped in the third category of
";5-Social Pathology."
The fifth category listed in Table V, "5-Human Ecology, II has a total of
twelve item-entries, all articles.

It is interesting to note that ten of them

are concentrated in the two consecutive periods of 194;5 to 1945 inclusive and
1946 to 1948 inclusive.

Those challenging problems and often peculiar situatw~

which obtained during the height of World War II days and the post-World War II
days with problems of resettlement and readjustment stimulated the efforts of
the sociologists.

Such articles as O. E. Brucer's "The Rural People in the

Ipostl'lar World, /I or Margaret M. Toole's article entitled "The Ohanging Oonnnuni ty
~n

the Postwar World" (both of which do appear in Volume V, of 1944) do indicate

this particular emphasis.
Fourteen item-entries, thirteen of which are articles, are classifiable in
the sixth category of fl6-Population.1I

An indication that the contributors of

articles progressively are becoming more interested in empirical sociology is
the increasing frequency that this subject area is treated.

In the first

thre~

year period of 1940 to 1942 inclusive no articles are classifiable under this
category.

Yet in the war years of 1943 to 1945 inclusive there are six item-

entries, all articles, of the total of fourteen item-entries classifiable within this grouping.

The last three-year interval of 1952 to 1954 inclusive had

three item-entries, all articles in this category.

These three are Father

lvlulvaney's articles entitled "rost-Depression Fertility in the United States, II
the article of Brother Gerald Schnepp and John T. Kurz entitled "Length of Life
of Male Religious," and Father John L. Thomas' article entitled flOut Group
Marriage Patterns of Some Selected Etrmic Groups.
In the following category of Table V (on

II

p.52), "7-Races and NationalitieS:

there are again fourteen i tem-entrie s (in this case all are articles).

Nine

articles in this grouping are concentrated in the post-World War II period of
1946 to 1948 inclusive, and there are three other articles in the following
three-year period of' 1949 to 1951 inclusive.

However, the last three-year

period of 1952 to 1954 inclusive there are no item-entries applicable to this
particular category.

The factor of nationalism, perhaps of an exaggerated type,

~ogether 'VIi th the very pressing problem of relief and resettlement to the im-

p,igrants and displaced persons seems to eXi)lain the unusually high proportion of
nine of the f'ourteen item-entries being in the time period of 1946 to 1940 inclusive, together with the factor of seeking some greater racial justice and
petter racial rels.tionships.

Such articles in this time period of 1946 to

55
1948 inclusive are Kuehnelt-Leddihnls article entitled IIlIn Anatomy of Racial
IntolerPJlce, II

F'a~her

,ko.ong Catholics

II

John Co08an I s article entitled "Improving Racial Attitudes

Mary IHiz8,beth Walsh IS articles entitled "profiles of the

Negro I<'amily in an Area of Economic Blight," Father Daniel Cantv-lell's article
entitled ItRace Relations As Seen by a Catholic," Everett Hughes' article
entitled "Principle and Rationalization in Race Relations," and John J. Kane's
article entitled "Anti-Semitism Among Catholic College Students," and "The 'Top
and Bottoms':

A Study of Negro Gangs in (lest Philadelphia.

II

groups in the United States, the Negro especially has been rather well discuss
There is one article on Anti-Semitism.

There is no article on such a minority

group as the Catholic or the Japanese or Chinese.
The eighth category listed in Table V (on p. 52), 1/8-Methods of Research, II
treats only five item-entries, all articles,

Four of these five articles are

concentrated in the two last three-year periods of 1949 to 1951 inclusive and
1952 to 1954 inclusive.

Such articles are Elizabeth R. Smith's two articles of

"Introduction to Sociometrics:

Part III and "Introduction to Sociometrics:

II, II as v-lell as the article of Peter R. Hofstaetter which is entitled II/your
Cityl--Revisited; A Factorial Study of CUltural Patterns.

II

While there are onl

five such articles classifiable in this vitally significant category. for a
scientific sociology, more frequently occuring in the later years of the ACSR,
it is to be expected that this trend will continue.
The ninth category, "9-Sociology E1sel-There,

II

treats a single i tem-entry ~

and this in the last three-year period of 1952 to 1954 inclusive.

This article

appears in Volume XIII of 1952, IISociology in the ]/lajor Seminary" jointly by the
edemptorist, Father Joseph L. Kerins, and the Franciscan, Father Herman Doerr.
They note that in an advanced, specialized, graduate program which is offered

in a professional school of training and formation, in this case a school of
sacred theology, the science of sociology has a definite and suitable place in
a very crowded program.
The tenth category, "l0-0ther Social Science,1I is treated by sixteen itementries, all articles.

Six of these articles are in the first three-year period

of 1940 to 1942 inclusive and only one is in the 18st three-year period of 1952
to 1954 inclusive.

One notes U:at the last article appears in the last volume

of the ACSR considered in this study, Volume XV of 1954, and is Sister Bridget
Creighton's article which is entitled nSocio-Economic Status and the Nursing
Candidate."

Thus less attention is directed to the collateral interest of

sociology in a suggestive manner in the fifteen-year period.

It may be stated

here that infrequent attention is given to areas of interest which closely do
border on sociology.
In the eleventh category of Table V, "ll-Social Reform ll there are nine
item-entries, all articles, treated in the fifteen-year period.

Seven of the

nine articles wi thin this grouping appear in the first two··three-year periods
of 1940 to 1942 inclusive and 1943 to 1945 inclusive.

No articles which are

classifiable in this category appear in the last three-year period of 1952 to
1954 inclusive.

Thus, the earlier years of the ACSR tended to give rather a

greater emphasis to this aspect of sociology.
The next category in Table V, "12-Sociological Shop-talk, II is second only
to the second category in the large number of item-entries classifiable in this
category.

In this category there are a total of 131 item-entries (but only

eleven of these are articles) for the fifteen-year period.

In the sixty issues

of the ACSR in this fifteen-year period each issue had an item-entry entitled
"Book Reviews" and all but one (Volume VIII, Number 4, December, 1947) also had

57
had an item-entry entitled "News of Sociological Interest," which explains the
quite large number within this category.

Of the eleven articles, nine appear in

the first three years, 1940 to 1942 inclusive.
were contributed by

~~ss

Four of the five item-entries

Marguerite Reuss on the Research Census (for 1940,

19~

1942, and 194,), listed in Appendix IV (p.122) under her name, are classifiable
under this category.
The thirteenth and fourteenth categories of Table V have no item-entries
credi ted to them ("l,-Student Dissert:::tions lJ and "14-Special Bibliographies ").
This information would ordinarily be contained under the item-entry of "Notes
of Sociological Interest /I which was previously noted under the twelfth category,
Ill2-Sociological Shop-Talk."

For example, the item-entry of "Notes of Sociolog-

ical Interest" of Volume VIII, Number 4 (December, 1947) has the sub-headings
of "Report on the Industry Council Plan Committee; Graduate Dissertations in
Sociology 194,-1947; Program of' the Ninth Annual Convention of the ilmerican
Catholic Sociological Society."

It is to be desired that some future effort

will be devoted to specialized bibliographies in particular areas in the future
issues of the ACSR.
In the next category, "15-Social Survey, II there are listed only three itementries, all articles.

Two of these three articles appear in the first three-

year period of 1940 to 1942 inclusive and the third appears in the last threeyear period of 1952 to 1954 inclusive.

In the sequence of their appearance

these articles are IIA Manifesto on Rural Life" by James A. Byrnes and liThe Mobility of Eminent Catholic Laymen" by Dr. Clement S. Mihanovich (both appeared in
Volume I of 1940) and the third appeared in the last issue of the ACSR considered in this study (Volume XV, Number 4, December, 1954) and contributed by James
E.McKeown and Conrad Chyatte, joint authors, the article entitled "The Behavior

--.

of Fathers ae Reported by Normals, Keurotics and Schizophrenics. II
The last category, 1I16-Miscellaneous, II lists thirty item-entries, twelve
of which are articles.

Included in this grouping is the "Indexll to each volume

which ordinarily appears at the end of the December issue of each volume.

Six

of the twelve item-entries occur in the first three-year period of this study:
Elizabeth E. Lloyd's article which is entitled IlRequisites for Graduate Study
in Social Work," and Thomas J. Sullivan's article which was entitled IIRas America A Personality" (both in Volume I of 1940); Weltha £,1. Kelley's article which
. .'as entitled liThe Pls.ce of Sociology in Social 'Ivork Training;" Father Eligius
Weir's article entitled "Methods of Procedure in Securing Distributive Justice;
and Sister Elizabeth

Fr~~ces'

article entitled IIUndergraduate Preparation for

Social Work," and r"'ather Furfey' s article which was entitled

II

Personalistic

Social Action in the 'Rerum Novarum' and 'Quadragesimo Anno'll (these last four
articles appeared in Volume II of 1941).

Of the 457 item-entries which includes

255 articles in the fifteen-year period according to three-year intervals, the
period of 1940 to 1942 inclusive had a grand total of 104 item-entries, of which
seventy were articles; the period of 1943 to 1945 inclusive had ninety-three
i tern-entries, of 'ihich fifty-seven were articles; the period of 1946 to 1948 incl usi ve had 102 item-entries, of "'hich fifty-two were articles; the period of
1949 to 1951 inclusive had seventy-seven item-entries, of which thirty-eight
~ere
~ra.nd

~d

articles; and the last three-year period of 1952 to 1954 inclusive had a
total of eighty-one item-entries, of ,'1hich number thirty-eight were count-

as articles.

This suggests that there was generally a decreasing number of

articles contributed to the ACSR in the passing years while the ACSR retained
approximately the same number of pages in each bound volume (the page numbers
are indicated in Appendix III, p.90).

The articles tended toward greater length
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.

in the later years of the ACSR •
Appendix IV (p.122) has listed all contributors of articles to the ACSR in
its first fifteen-year period of existence.

The joint authors of articles or

those articles having more than two authors also have the title of each article
under each writer's name, as the case may be.

Appendix IV indicates to the

reader that of the 148 contributors of the 255 articles to the ACSR in its first
fifteen-year period of existence, one hundred nineteen were men and the other
tvlenty-nine

contributors of articles to the ACSR were women.

The majority (su

ty-two) of the men contributors were laymen, but not necessarily Catholics, and
fifty-seven of the 119 men contributors were members of the Cl;.tholic clergy.

It

is rether interesting to note here that the opposite situation obtains for the
twenty-nine women contributors of articles to the ACSR in this fifteen-year
period.

The majority (seventeen) of the twenty-nine women contributors were

members of Catholic religious orders of women and twelve of the twenty-nine
~omen

were laywomen, but not all Catholics.
It is rather interesting to note here how many contributors of articles to

the ACSR also contributed articles to certain other journals and reviews of
sociological interest (these other contributions to a selected list of journals
~f

sociological interest are listed in Appendix IV (p.122) for these 148 ACSR-

contributors).

The listing of selected journals of sociological interest in

~ppendix IV is representative, but not exhaustive.

Some of these contributors

of articles contributed only articles to the ACSR according to this listing,
~hich

does not indicate all their non-ACSR scho1ary contributions to scholarly

~ublications.

Table VI on the following page indicates to the reader that sixty

six of the 148 contributors of articles to the ACSR, or more than a third of
these contributors, did not contribute to the other periodicals which are listed

l.
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TABLE VI

~1ERIOAIIj

OAThOLIC SOOIOLOGICAL REVIEW:

THE 148

COl~TRIBUTORS

OF

ARTICLES, 19LJD TO 1954a
~*********.*****************

********************* ********************* ...*****
OONTRIBUTORS OF WOlif.EN Co.NTRIBUTORS OF
AR'rICLES TO THE AOSR ARTIOLES TO THE AoaR

14El'i

--

I-Contributors of only one
article to the ACSR but
none to any of the Periodicals listed in Apnendix IV
II-Contributors of only
one article to the ACSR
and one or more to any
Catholic Periodical(s)
listed in A8pendix IV

TOTAL

LAY!v'LEN

RELIGIOUS

28

17

7

14

66

18

1

1

26

6

-

L.AYWOlvlEl~

RELIGIOUS

III-Contributors of only
one article to the ACSR
but one or more as well to
any Periodical(s) listed
in Aupendix IV

11

4

0

0

15

IV-Oontributors of two or
more articles to the ACSR
but none to any Periodical
listed in Appendix IV

6

9

2

2

19

V-Contributors of two or
more articles to the AOSR
and only the Catholic Periodical(s) listed in
Anpendix IV

5

4

1

0

10

VI-Oontributors of two or
more articles to the ACSR
and to Catholic and ~
other Periodical(s) listed
in Appendix IV

6

5

1

0

12

GRAlW TOTALS

62

12

17

,

148

21
*************************** ******** ************ ********* *********** ****.
tl.

The names of the 148 contributors of articles (119 men and 29 women) to
the ACSR for this period are alphabetically listed in Appendix IV, p.l22.
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in Appendix IV, and these made but one contribution to the AOSR.

Twenty-one of

the twenty-nine women are grouped in this category, the first one noted in the
Table VI of the preceding page, and of this number fourteen or two-thirds of
the twenty-one are Religious women or IISisters.

lI

Twenty-six of the 148 contributors of articles to the ACSR contributed one
article to the

~

in its first fifteen-years of existence, and these twenty-

six contributors of the total of 148 contributors published one or more article
in the Catholic periodicals listed in Appendix IV (this is shown in the second
category of Table VI on the preceding page).

Eighteen of these twenty-six con-

tributors were men and members of the Oatholic clergy or "Religious.

1I

Six

l~

men are also grouped in this category.
Fifteen of the 148 contributed one article to the ACSR but one or more
articles to periodicals listed in Appendix IV.
fifteen contributors were

l~en.

In this case eleven of the

Thus, eleven of the sixty-two laymen who have

contributed articles to the ACSR in this period are grouped in this category.
These sixty-two

l~en

are not all Catholics.

Among the non-Catholic lay con-

tributors are noted Everett Cherrington Hughes and Pitirim Aleksandrovich
Sorokin.
Nineteen of the 148 oontributors of articles to the ACSR contributed two
or more articles to the ACSR but none to any periodical listed in Appendix IV.
Fifteen of these nineteen contributors were men, nine of whom are listed as
members of the Catholic clergy or "Religious."

Ten of the 148 contributors who

contributed two or more articles to the ACSR oontributed articles to those
Catholic periodicals listed in Appendix IV.

Nine of these are men contributors:

five laymen and four members of the Catholic clergy or "Religious."
contributor is a

l~wo~n.

The tenth
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Twelve

o~

the 148 contributed two or more articles to the ACSR in this

time period as well as to any other periodical listed in Appendix IV (which is
noted in the last category of Table VI, p. 60; also see Explanatory Page of
Appendix IV, p. 122).

Eleven of these twelve contributors were men, six

and five members of the Catholic clergy.

The twelfth contributor is a

l~en

l~oman

This indicates that women contributors are less frequently represented in
the ACSR, with twenty-nine women among the 148 contributors in the fifteen year
period of this study.

Twenty-one of the twenty-nine women contributors pub-

lished one article in the ACSR but none in any of the periodicals listed in
Appendix IV.

Women of the Catholic religious communities represent seventeen

of these twenty-nine women, and fourteen of these "Religious" women contributed
one article to the ACSR and none to any of the periodicals which are listed in
Appendix IV.
Sixty-two, or more than a third of the 148 contributors of articles, were
l~en,

but a little more than a third of this number, or twenty-eight of the

sixty-two, contributed in this period one article to the ACSR, none to any of
the periodicals listed in Appendix IV.

Six of the twelve contributors of the

two or more articles to the ACSR and to the Catholic and any other periodicals
listed in Appendix IV were
of the Catholic clergy.

l~en,

and five in this last category are members

The majority of contributors of articles to the ACSR

were men who also made contributions to other journals of sociological interest,
both Catholic and non-Catholic.

CHAPTER V
~

AN.ERICAN CATHOLIC SOCIOLOGICP-..L REVIEW:

1940 TO 1954,

SUMb.1ARY AND CONCLUSION
With the sixtieth quarterly issue puolished in December, 1954, the ACSR
completed fifteen years of publication.

This study has considered the ACSR in

a broadly anelytical and an historically descriptive account of its origin,
aspirations, organizational growth, and present status.

In this fifteen-year

period of the ACSR, 1940 to 1954 inclusive, which is the universe of this study
the Reverend Ralph A. Gallagher, S.J., Ph.D., Professor and the Chairman of the
Department of Sociology, and the Director of' the Institute of Industrial and
Social Relations, in the Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois, guided the plann
ing and policies of the ACSR in the capacity of editorial chairmanship.

Father

Gallagher, founder and first president of the ACSS, is currently the ExecutiveSecretary of the AOSS.
This writer has conducted a broad survey of the content of the ACSR, with
particular attention given to the articles of the sixty issues of the first
fifteen years in order to determine the relative topical emphases, the significsnt trends, the particular problems and other concerns which have occupied th
professional and academic attention of authors in the fifteen-year period.

Tpi

writer further endeavored to indicate how we1l the ACSR ha.s fulfilled the state
objectives for which the ACBS was founded in 1939, as these objectives are note
in the Constitution of the ACSS.
The nature of this study has required that the writer

secure the needed
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data and related information from the primary source itself, the ACSR, taken
together with pertinent documents in the files of the ACSS supplemented with
consul tations and correspohdnece .d th persons intimately 8.ssociated with the
origin Dnd development of the ACSS and the ACSR.

These persons, by means of

these consul te.tions and correspondence, were able to cle.rify perticule.r incidents, or to bridge some gaps for which some written data were not immediately
available to this writer.

•

Father Galle.gher, the Chairmo.n of the Edi torie.l Board of the ACSR, had
noted in 1941 that the ACSR was planned to fulfill the two-fold purpose of the
furthering the exchange of knot-fledge and to promote research among the Catholic
sociologists.

From the pioneer days of the ACSR it was intended that the ACSR

should be a prominent means of achieving the ends of the ACSS both through this
publication as well as by means of research grants, conventions, and meetings.
From the beginning the ACSR was intended to be an effective vehicle of expression to bring the Catholic interpretation of sociological problems to the general public as well as to be a mutual aid to the members themselves.
He~ly

beginning, also, Father Paul

In the

Furfey of the Catholic University of America,

at Washington, D. C., had suggested that the ACSR might well be opened to all
persons contributing material of merit and interest to Catholic sociologists,
whether or not they happened to be members of the ACSS, and that the magazine
should have a large and an effective book review department, thus the better
informing others of the implications of Catholic doctrines on social problems.
While the origins of the

~

are centered in the Middle West of our country,

one notes that gradually its contributors and the members of the Editorial
Board came to represent the other regions of the United States.

Two companion difficulties which confronted the ACSS and the ACSR, but
especially in the earlier years, by nature are quite intimately related:
often urgent need for a membership drive and the cost of the
which was done by the Mission Press of Techny, Illinois.

~

the

printing,

Most of the income of

the ACSS, derived chiefly through the membership dues, has been spent on the
magazine, postage, and other office supplies.

Correspondence in the files of

the AOSS suggests that gradually the membership of the ACSS grew so that with
the announcement of the financial report of the AOSS of December, 1954, there
was a reasonably good credit on file.

Abcut this time the special issue of the

ACSR of June, 1954, issue had received commendation for its good quality in its
treatment of the area of the Sociology of Religion.

Some further suggested

topics for future special issues of the ACSR include such topics as Cultural
Anthropology, Some Directions or Trends in Sociological Theory, Sociology in
American Catholic Education, and Sociology of the Family.

A consideration that

is currently under advisement is the establishment of a clearing house service
of information for seminarians interested in sociology.

The ACSR has been sent

both to members of the AOSS and others engaged in the teaching of the social
sciences, as well as to chairmen of departments of SOCiology, professors, the
presidents of Oatholic colleges, and to various libraries, students, and to somE
other interested individuals.
The newly elected president of the ACSS appoints the members of the Editorial Board each year.

An accepted criterion for membership in that particular

group is that they be prominent or active in the affairs of the AOSS, preferab1J
writers of demonstrated merit.
Another policy of the AOSR is that it never reprints articles in toto
which have appeared in another publication, case studies, extended biographies,
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and articles.which might overlap with the popular publications (as Thought,
Commonweal, America).

These are not published in the ACSR.

paid for articles published.

No honorarium is

These strict criteria set up by the Editorial

Board have not always been met, nor has there always been available a great
abundance of suitable material of publishable quality submitted to the Editorial Office contributed by members of the ACSS from which to choose those articles for the ACSR.

The fact that the ACSR from the very beginning of its ex-

istence in 1940 has been indexed in The Catholic Periodical Index does indicate
the recognized scholarly value of the ACSR.

The accepted practice of the ACSR

has been consistently to avoid printing controversies in the ACSR which do not
arise in this publication and this functional procedure is generally received
and respected.
Besides carrying the section of "Book Reviews,u another section entitled
"News of Sociological Interest" publicizes conventions, meetings, new developments in the curricula of colleges, new books and other pUblications of the
members.

This section was utilized to report 106 openings occasionally avail-

able to teachers of sociology and to make known some SCholarship opportunities
in the field of sociology for advanced study and research grants available to
the interested students.
A biennial roster of the ACSS, first published in June, 1941, was enlarged
later as a "Who's Who Among Catholic Sociologists" in October, 1946.

It was in-

tended that these data would give a better knowledge of the members, their positions both in the class-room work as well as in off-campus organizations and
agencies.

This service in its last appearance in 1954 was noted as "Listing of

Members."
Another service of the ACSR offered to its subscribers was the publicat-

ion from time to time of "Research Census of ,Members of the ACSS, ft which provided a source of reference for members of the ACSS.

The last appes.rance of

the "Research Census of the Members of the ACSS II was the December,

194" issue

of the ACSR. Another section sometimes used is entitled "Notes of Sociological
Interest" which presents to readers of the ACSR some significant studies in the
form of of research, reports and articles.

In March,

1946, another section was

added entitled "Peri09.ical Reviews" whioh have special pertinence for Catholics
Of the fifty-four members of the Editorial Board who served during the fifteenyear period, five served three years or less.
The sixty issues during the period of 1940 to 1954 had a grand total of

457 item-entries noted in the tables of oontents; 255 of this number were the
articles.

The March issue generally showed a greater number of articles than

the June, October, or December issues.

The totals also indicate that there was

a decreasing number of articles in that the March issue for the fifteen-year
period had seventy-four articles, that of June had sixty-two, that of Ootober
had sixty, and that of December had fifty-nine articles in the distribution of
the

255 articles contributed to the AOSR.
There is a rather striking relationship between the item-entries of each

issue of the ACSR, intended to serve as a tangible year-round tie among the
members of the ACSS, and the purposes of the ACSS as these are manifested in
its Constitution. The first stated purpose of the ACSS is lito stimulate concert.ed study and research among Catholics in the field of sociology.
year period of the

II

In the fifteez

457 item-entries (255 of which are articles), 168 of the 457

item-entries are classifiable under this particular category (164 of the
articles).

168 arE

Of each succeeding three-year period of the total fifteen-year

period there was a progressively greater number of

item-entries and articles
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classifiabl~

within this purpose-category.

The second purpose of the AOSS expressed in its Oonstitution is "to create
a sense of solidarity among Oatholic sociologists."

One hundred ninety-four

item-entries (which includes forty-eight articles) of the grand total of

457

item-entries are classifiable within this purpose of the Constitution.

The

third purpose of the ACeS expressed in its Oonstitution is "to unearth and disseminate the sociological implications of the Catholic thought pattern."

In

the first fifteen-year period of the ACSR there was a total of eighty-one itementries (forty-three of which are articles) of the grand total of the

457

item-

entries classifiable within this purpose.
The

457

item-entries were also classified by specific areas of interest in

the science of sociology to note what particular areas have been emphasized by
contributors of articles to

the~.

There is decidedly a larger emphasis in

the earlier years of the AOSR (noted by three-year periods) for articles to be
more theoretical or speculative sociology.

The category of social institutions

and organizations received the greatest amount of attention in the fifteenyear period of this study with
cluded).

1~6

item-entries (seventy-three articles in-

Races and nationalities had fourteen item-entries, all were articles,

treated, and nine of these in the post-World War II period of 1946 to 1948 inclusive.

The Negro especis.lly recieved attention and there is one article on

anti-Semitism.

No articles on the Japanese or Ohinese minority appeared.

One hundred forty-eight persons contributed

255

articles to the ACSR in

its first fifteen-year period of existence, including 119 men contributors and
twenty-nine women contributors.
~tors

were

~e 119 men

l~en

The majority (sixty-two) of the men contrib-

but not necessarily Catholics and the other fifty-seven of

contributors were members of the

Catholic religious and cler~

(including regular and diocesan clerics as well as members of the Oatholic
brotherhoods, usually called IIBrothera").

However, the oppoai te si tua.tion

obtained for the total of twenty-nine women contributors of articles in this
fifteen-year period.

In this case seventeen of the twenty-nine wormen con-

tributors were members of Catholic religious orders of women and the other
twelve of the twenty-nine women were

~~

l~omen.

The 148 contributors of the articles to the ACSR also made significant
contributions of articles to a representative list of other journals of
sociological interest investigated by this writer.

Sixty-six of the 148 con-

tributors of articles to the ACSR did not contribute articles to the journals
investigated.

Twenty-six of the total of 148 contributors of articles to the

ACSR contributed one article to the ACSR in its first fifteen-years of existence and published one or more articles only in the Catholic periodicals considered.

Fifteen of the 148 contributors contributed one article to the ACSR

but also one or more articles to
writer.

~

of the listed periodicals examined by this

Ten of the 148 contributors of articles to the ACSR contributed two

or more articles to the ACSR and published articles only in the Catholic periodicals listed.
~

Twelve of the 148 contributed two or more articles to the

in this fifteen-year period as well as to any listed periodical, Catholic

or non-Catholic.
The titles of the articles published in the ACSR suggest that the

~

has

continually attempted to solidify and clarify some real areas of Catholic interest in sociology in order "to restore all things in Christ. II

At the same

time there has been indicated the need for more Catholics to be well grounded
in professional sociology together with a worthy competence in Thomistic philosophy and theology according to the mind and teaching of the Holy Catholic
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and Apostoli9 Church.

The

~

has analyzed and propagated the sociological

implications of the papal social encyclicals, and has, by its influence on
Catholic teachers of sociology, helped to diffuse truth and justice in American
social life.
The ACSR has stimulated Catholic scholarship in the field of sociology
positively by encouraging Catholic sociologists to write and to challenge some
non-Catholic sociologists in their false conclusions.
~

continually seeks to serve the people it reaches.

At the same time, the
Thus, by reason of its

past accomplishments and its present vitality, the ACSR has a long and useful
life before it.
Much of the success and the continually widening academic influence and
growth of the

~

is due to the Reverend Ralph A. Gallagher, S.J., Ph.D., the

present Managing Editor of the

~

and particularly the corporate efforts of

his professional associates throughout the years of its origin, growth and good
work.

Father Gallagher of Loyola UniVersity, Chicago, was also the founder and

the first president, and he is now the Executive Secretary of the ACSS.

In the

capacity of editorial chairmanship he has helped to develop the poliCies and
has guided the

~

in its work of the social apostolate.

It is very approp-

riate to now record here what has been noted in the Letter of Foreword (on p.iv
of this stUdy) by His Excellency, the

~bst

Reverend Bishop of Cheyenne, Hubert

M. Ne1'l'ell, D.D., "Happily, the influence of the American Catholic Sociological
Society is widening, its membership increasing, and its teaching and research
exercising a progressively stronger effect on the sociological implications of
the Catholic pattern of thought.
much to the Church,

This fruitful development, which means so

would have been greatly lessened had it not been for

~ American Catholic Sociological Review

through which the results of
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Oatholic sCbolarship are widely disseminated among non-Catholics as well as
Oatholics in the field of social study."

That divine promise of the Holy Bible

abides forever with us, for there recorded in the third verse of the twelfth
chapter of' the Book of' Daniel, one reads:
shall shine as stars for all eternity. II

IIthey that instruct many to justice
Laus tibi, Ohriste.

LAUS DEC BEATAEQUE
SID-WER VIRGINI MARIAE
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AIlPENDIX I
TF~ AV£RtC.4t~

9ATHOLI9. .s..09.IOL_OGI9.!.L SOC}.E1'l:

DISTRI3UTED AT THE SEVEJ:JTEENTH ANliUAL

A DESCRI?TIVE BROCHUHE

COlJVE~;TIOH

OF Ti3 AliERICAN

CATEOLIC SOCIOLOGICAL SOCIETY, DECIDJillER 28, 29, )0, 1954
EXPLANATORY PAGE
This study covers the first fifteen-year period of The American
Socio10)~!c~1

Qath£~~c

Review (jl.CSR) from its initid issue of Volume I, Number 1, of

March, 1940, throueh Volume XV, :1umber 4, of December, 1954.

In the

~/inter

of

1954 a brochure was distributed at the Seventeenth Annual Convention of the
American Catholic Sociological Society (ACSS), held at Loyola University,
Chicago, December 28, 29, and )0, 1954.

The following pages of' Appendix I

reproduce this promotional brochure in full.
The five major sections

~iven

in that brochure are:

1) a statement of the

accomplishments and objectives of the American Catholic Sociological Society;
2) a statement of its Activities and Services in four sub-sections of Publications, Conventions, Research Promotion, and Local Chapters;

3) Membership;

4) Subscriptions; and 5) Constitution, of the American Catholic Sociological
Society.

There then follo\vs a listing of the past presidents of the American

Catholic Sociological Society accompanied with a brief announcement as to obtaining additional information.
A careful reading of the follo\ving pages of Appendix I "till better a.cquain
the reader with the American Catholic Sociological Society and The American
C.§.!h.olic

Socio19~ical

BeVie"f as well as give him a greater understanding in the

reading of the main text of this thesis.
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THE AHERICAH CATiIOLIC SOCIOLOGICAL SOCIETY
HEADQUARTERS
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
820 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 11, Illinois
THE

A1vrERIC,~~

CATHOLIC SOCIOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Since its founding in 1938, the American Catholic Sociological
Society has grown in membership and prestige to the point that its
roster now includes the names of the foremost Catholic Sociologists
in the United States and Canada and finds representation as well in
such countries as Germ8.l1Y, Holland, Italy, Japan, India, and Australia.
The degree of success that has been attained provides an inspiration
to further ,dden its sco:?e of influence and more efficiently serve
the general aims originally set for it: to furnish the op :)ortuni ty
for Catholics '1'1110 are interested, professionally or otherwise, in
contemporary developments in the social sciences and p ::.rticularly
sociology to meet and learn to knO\,1 each o~her end thereby create
and extend ne'-1 areas of personal and professional cooperation; and,
finally, to foster the more adequate recognition and promote the better
dissemination of the sociological implications of the Catholic
thought-paterno
-.

- . -. - - - - -

-_.

---

- - - .- -'---'-'

.

--------

AC'l'IVI'l'IES AnD SERVICES
PUBLICATIONS
The Society I s official quarterly publication The Aroer.i_C:.8.!l.
Catholic So.£iolo&_cal Review, serves as a tangible year-round tie
anong the members. In the~eview are published scholarly contributions to sociology, critical surveys of current trends in the social
sciences, revie'"s of books a.''1d periodical literature of s~eci al
relevance) reorts on research in progress, and ne'l'IS items concerning
the activities of individuals and institutions affilio.ted ,1ith the
Society or holding interest for the members in other respects. The
Society has also compiled and published biographic:'l listings of its
membership.
COl~vEHTIONS

at.10l'lg

The annual meeting of the general membership holds a high ple,ce
the activities and services provided by the Society. In adclition
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to providing an occasion for meeting old friends and rene,'Ting lapsed
associations, the convention programs offer the op _10rtuni ty to hear or
present papers dealing with sociological matters of current and m2jor
ioportance. In the past the meetings have served as a forum at l'lhich
issues or interpretations of some controversy between Catholics in
sociology were subrllitted to open and extended discussion. Although
such issues have not always been resolved to the point of achieving
unanimity, the disputants could usually emerge with the confident
assurance that the issues hs.d been clarified and that they had at least
established the claims of their position upon the respectful attention
of their professional peers. This, too, is the mark of a healthy,
alert, and academically mature Society.
RESEARCH PROI:10TION

The Society affords general encouragement of and support for research
efforts on the part of its members by providing opportu..Yli ties for publication in the Revie,., or for the presentation of papers at the annual
meetings. In addition, standing committees have been established to
promote this end. Since 1952, more specffic encouragement has been ?rovided in the form of an annual award of $100 to be granted to Catholics
rocking outstanding contributions to the field of sociology.
LOCAL C:UJ?TERS
In addition to these activities on the national level, the Society
permits and encourages the formation of local chapters. Where such
chapters are formed, it is hoped that they will faciH tate the attaintlent of the Society's aims at the local level and w'ill make possible the
broadening of opportunity for the direct and personal participation of
each member in the attainment of these aims.
ME}!IBERSHIP
Al though founded as an organization of men and women professionally
interested in sociology and whose outlook and convictions were at the
same time Catholic, the Society rejects any note of rigid sectarian or
specialistic exclusiveness in its membership~licies. In the words of
the Society's constitution: "Membership shall be open to all who are
interested in the field of Sociology."
The benefits to be gained from
scholarly associdions \'Ii th individuals of widely varied backgrounds who
are united in this common interest are valued more highly than those which
might be gained from a more restrictive selection of membership.
The various classes of membership are outlined and described in
Article III of the Constitution, which in reproduced on the reverse
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.

side of' this folder. i.fembers of the Society receive all of its publications, including the American Catholic Sociological Review'.

SUB SCRIPTIOI~S
Individuals or institutions interested in merely subscribing to
the American Cathol.i.£. §.ociolog;ical Review may do so upon payment of
three dollurs, the price 0:': a year's subscription. The Review is published four times each year--in March, June, October, a.."1d December.
Subscription order may be mailed to the American Catholic Sociological
~vie""
Loyo12, University, Chica[,;o 11, Illinois.

CONSTITUTIOlJ

Article I -

l~8.!ile

The name of this society shall be the
Society.

P~erican

Catholic Sociological

!\rticle II - Purpose
The purpose of this society shall be to stimulate concerted study
and research among Catholics ''lorking in the field of sociology; to cren.te
a sense of solidarity among Cn.tholic sociologists; to present the sociological implications of Catholic thought; and to encourage its members to
recognize their professional responsibilities as sociologists.

Article III - ri:embership.
Hembership shall be open to all who are interested in the field of
sociology. Membership shall be granted upon approval and classification
of application by the Executive Council.
There shall be the follm'1ing classes of membership:
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1.

Cons·:t:..i~ent

- members paying a..'1l'lual dues of $5.

2. Institutional - open to colle~es, universities, secondary
schools 8.lld"'orgruiizatlons "tilling to SU?Dort financially the work
of this society. Institutions holding membership in the Society
may designate some individual to carry the membership with all the
rights and privileges of a constituent member. Annual dues for
institutional members are $5.

5. ~~ly - open to other members of a family living at ti.e
same address as a constituent member having paid up his ro4~ual dues.
A family member is entitled to full membership privileges ~li th the
exception that pUblications of the Society will not be sent. Annual
dues are $1.

4. Student - open to all full time students not doing teaching
of any kind '-thile this membership is in effect. .f\.nnual dues are $5.
5. J:.if~ - open to all who contribute $100 or more to work of
the Society and who are thenceforth exempt from annual dues. Life
members enjoy all the rights and privileges of cnstituent members.
6. Corresponding - open only to sociologists of note outside
the United States upon the recommendation of the Executive Council
and election by the members present at the annual meeting of the
ACSS. Corresponding members shall pay the sone dues and be entitled
to the same privileges as constituent members except that the dues
may be suspended by order of the Executive Council.
Article IV - Officers
The officers of this Society shall be a president, first vicepresident, second vice-president, and executive-secretary. The
duties of treasurer shall be performed by the Executive-Secretary.
Each officer holds office for one year and m~ be re-elected.
All officers shall be elected by ballot at the annual meetin~ of the
Society or by referendum ballot upon action by the Executive Council.
Article V - Meetings
The Society shall meet at least once a year. The time and
place of the meetings shall be determined by the Executive Council.
VI - Executive
Council
-Article
---..- - - - ----~

..

The Executive Council shall have supreme control of all the
affairs of the Society between annual meetings. It shall consist
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of four elected officers who shall in their respective capacities serve
on the.Executive Council 2nd seven additional members to be elected by
the Society by a majority of the suffrages at the annual meeting of the
Society. The Hembership Director and the Chairm8l1 of the Social Research
Council, as annuE.l1y appointed by the President, shall be ex-officio
members of' the Executive Council.
The functions of the Executive Council shall be: (1) to arrange
meetings and programs, (2) to control the relations of the Society with
other learned societies, (~) to determine and control all publications
of the Society.

This constitution and its by-la't'.'s may be amended by a twothirds vote of the constituent members attending any regular meeting,
provided that a draft of the proposed amenrunent be sent to each constituent member at least thirty days before the regular meeting.

-Article
- - " VIII
- - --

-COrrIDlittees
-- . .. - .
__

All coIllllli ttees shall be n,med by the presiding officers at the
meetin6 at which they are elected and shall function until such time
as their duties have been fulfilled or the commi Hee h9.8 been discharged
by the acceptance or rejection of its reSlort at the regular meeting of
the Society.
To assist the officers in achieving the purposes of the Society
there shall be a Social Research CotL.'1.cil ,\'1hose powers shall be defined
by the Executive Council. The members of the Social Research Council
shall be the chairmen of the several reseo.rch cOnImi ttees of the Society
as appointed by the Chairman of the Social Research Council. The
Chairman of the Social Research Council shall be annually appointed by
the President.
Article IX - Vacancies
Vaccncies i·,hich may occur in the o1':"ices or in t>w ;::ecl.-:tivQ
Council may be filled by the President (or by the Vice-President in
the absence of the President) with the advise and consero. of the remainin.s members of the Executive Council. Such appointments to
vaccncies will hold until the next regular election in the Society.
Article X - Dues
The dues for the res)ective classes of membershiSJ, IJayable at the
begim1ing of er. ch cP,lendar year, shall be in the 81110unts listed in
Article III. The fiscal year begins January 1st. Dues are payable on
or before April 1st of each year.
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Article XI - Local

Ch~te~s

Local chapters shall be formed under the direction of the ACSS
through the e.pproval of the Executive Council a.'1d under a madel consti tution prepared by the Executive Council. (Note: See :\O§.R, October,
19411-). The charters of local chapters are subject to revoc~;tion on the
affirmdive vote of the Executive Cot1.'1cil and en official notification
by the Executive-Secretary mailed to the last known addresses of com)onent members.

.

_.

..

Ralph A. Gallagher, S. J. • ....••...•.•••••...••...••••••••... , 1958
Raynlond '1'1. Murray, O.S.C. • •......•.•.•..•••••••..•.••••.•.••••. 1959
Paul J. ifurldie .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .... 19l.Jo
Francis J.. Friedel, 8.1,,1. .. ...................................... ~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 1941
Wal ter ~/illigan .............................................................................................. 1942
Eva J. Ross ............................................................ ~ ~ ................................. 1943
Rev.. I)aul H8l11y furfey ........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 1944
Gerald J. Schnepp, S. ;'.:. • . . . • . • • . . . .. . .• ...................... 1945
Alphonse H. Clemens •• • • • • • • • . . • •. .........••••••...•••..•..•• 1946
Leo Robinson, S.J.
. ........
1947
Franz Mueller •••••••••••...•••.•••..•.••••..•••.••..•.......•• 1948
Rt. Rev. Robert B. N 2.vin • • • • • • • . • • . . • • . . . . . • . • • . . • . . • . . . • . . . .• 1949
Clement S. ¥dhal1ovich
• • • • . • • . • • • • . • . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • •• 19~
Thomas J. Harte, O. Ss. R.
. .•..•.•.......•.••....•.•....... , . . .• 1951
John J. Kane •. • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . •• 1952
Joseph P. F'itzpatrick, S.J. . ...•••.•.••••..••........•.•...••. 195.3
II

--___

-----------------

Ii-

.....................................................

-/-

a

•••••••

1-

All co~nunications concerning membership or requesting
further inform, tion about the ,.,..ork of the Society should
be addressed to the Executive-Secretary, lwerice~ Catholic
Sociological Society, Loyola University, Chicago 11,
Illinois.

--_ ,---..

1 The President of' the ACSS for 1954 was C. J. Nuesse and the current
President (1955) is Sister Mary Jeanine, O.S.F.
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IITDIOATD7G TEE DURATION OF'

EEEBERSEI~~

OF EACH BOARD NEl.8ER

EX.PLAi';ATORY
PAGE
----In the follOi'lint; pages of' A~':oendix II are listed those !!J.eElhers of the AOSS
Vino hG.ve served on the Editorial Boccrd of the ACSR in the period of this study.

The comnosi tion of the Edi torb.l Board of Vo11.lm.e I, Number 1, of Hareh, 1940,
is given imJ:lediately on the next page, as '-tell as the com:oosition of the Editorial Board of Volume XV, Humber 4, of December, 1954, the last issue of' the
AOS]=l. of this study.

Then foll01Ts the alphabeticol listing of all members of the

Edi torial Board begin~1inG on the third page of this Appendix for the first
fifteen-year IJeriod of the AOSR.

The next to last page of this Appendix gives

the composition of the Editorial Board of Volume XVI, Number 1, of i-1arch, 1955,
't'lhich reflects changes from proceedini":s of the ACSS Oonvention 1v1eetinp; of
December 28, 29, and

50,

1954, "Thich information is given in.unediately after the

alphabetical listing of the Boc_rd }.ie12bers.
An asterisk

(*) before a Board Member's nam.e indicates that the reader

should consult Anpendix IV for thr_,t person I s name there ShO\'ling 'I'lhat articles
he contributed to the ACSR in the period of this study.

A ncze v1ithout an

asterisk (*) before i t indicates that nereon did not contribute an article to
the ~CSR; thd name would not be in Appendix IV.

This listinG also indicates

the institution each person Was associated 'I'I'i th 'I'I'hen he becrune a member of the
Edi torial Board.
service.

The next line in the listinG gives the durLtion of his

The third line states the number of issues of the ACSR that apneared

"Thile he served on-:.the Editorial Board of the AOSR.

_ _
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Vol. I, No.1, £-1&rch, 19l{o:

EDITORIAL BOAPJ)
Rev. Ralph A. Gallagher, S.J.
Loyola University
Ohicago, Illinois

Rev. Paul Hanly Furfey
Oatholic University
Washington, D. O.

Sister i>xme, O. S.B.
Oollege of St. Benedict
St. Joseph, J·:linn.

Franz IvIueller
St. Louis University
St. Loui s, 1,10.

Arthur T. Donohue
Loyola University
Heu Orleans, La.

Rev. Leo Robinson, S.J.
Gonzaga University
Spok3.lle, \1 ashington

Sister Elizabeth F'ra.Ylcis, S.S.J.
Regis Oollege
i'leston, I·~ass.

Eva J. Ross
iJe"l York,
l~. Y.

George Fitzgibbons
Boston Oollege
Ohestnut Hill, !v1ass.

Helen I.1. Toole
Oollege of Nel'1 Rochelle
New Rochelle, H. Y.

Fra..'1k T. F1y-.!U1
University of Notre DaLle
Notre Dame, Ind •

Thomas \1'i l ey
College of St. Teresa
i'linona, Hinn.

...... . ..... .. .................... . . . .. .. .. ... .... ... .... ...... ... .. ..... ..
THE bHERIC}Il: Q"lTHOLIO SOOIOLOGIOJ~~ RE"nEV!: Vol. 'A'Y, No.4, December, 191~5:
EDITORIAL BOARD
Ralph A. Galla,;her, S. J., Ohairm2,n
Loyola University, Ohicago 11, Illinois
Paul Facey, S. J.
Raymond it. Hurray, O. S. C.
Holy Oross Oollege
University of Notre D8X1e
Worcester, 1,iassachusetts
Notre Drone, Indiana
Thomas J. Harte, O.Ss.R.
Oatholic University of Ji.uerica
\'lashin;:;ton, D. O.

Sylvester A. Sieber, S.V.D.
Loyola University
Chicago, Illinois

Sister Leo Marie, O.P.
Siena Colle:.:~e
Eemphis, Tennessee

Donald J. Thorman
Loyola University
Chi caf;0, I11LYlois

Paul Hundy
H. S. Timasheff
Loyola University
Fordham University
Ohicago, Illinois
Hew York, Ne,., York
BOOK REVIE~! EDITOR: Brother Gerald J. Sclmep:9, S.N., St. Bary's
University, San Antonio 1, Texas
?~RIODICAL REVI~YS EDITOR:
Gordon Zalm, Loyola University,
Chicago 11, Illinois

(A.°PENDIX II)

*

8;

Sister Anne, O. S. B., College oJ." St. Denedict, St. Joseph, Hinll.
Vol. I,.. No.1 O·la1'ch, 1940) through Vol. IV, Ho. 4 (Dece~ber, 191~3);
Total of' 16 issues of the ACSR.

* Russell

.3~"1.rta, Loyola. University, Chicago, Illinois
Vol. XI, No. 1 (He,reD, 1950) t~lrou~;'! Vol. ZI, 1;0. 1:.
Total of 4 issues of the ACSR

Jac:.os Burns, Jr., ::azrl1'eth College, Ka1m::J.azoo, ;·:Iichif,cn
Vol. X, 1:0.1 (Narch, 1949) throu:~h Vol. X, iJo. 4 (Decenbe1', 191~9);
Total of 4 issues of the ACSR.

* Sister

!"lary Canisia, S. S.~ .• D., I,Iount H~,-ry College, l,~ihlm.lkee, i'lisconsin
Vol. X, no. 1 (~Iarch, 1949) through Vol. X, lTo. It (December, 1949);
Total of
issues of the ACSR.

i

Francis Christoph, S.J., Gonzaga Unive1'si".:.y, Spokcne 11, l.Iashington
Vol. X, Ho. 1 (l-larch, 1949) through Vol. X, No.4 (December, 1949);
Total of 4 issues of the ACSR.
* A. H. Clemens, Fontbonne Colle.o:e, st. Louis, Ho.
Vol. IV, ~Jo. 1 (1-1a1'ch, 194;) through Vol. IX, lIo. 4 (Decenber, 1948);
Total of 24 issues of the ACSR.

*

John CooGan, S.J., University of Detroit, Detroit, l-lichiean
Vol. VIII, No.1 (March, 191~7) through Vol. IX, Eo. 4 (December, 1948);
Total of 8 issues of the ACSR.
Arthur T. Donohue, Loyola University, He ..r Orleans, La.
Vol. I, lio. 1 (1)larch, 1940) through Vol. III, lio. 4 (December, 1942);
Total of 12 issues of the ACS~.

* Sister l1c.ry Ed';loxd (Healy) C. S. J., College of St. Catherine, St. Paul, HiM.
Vol. XI, No.1 (l-farch, 1950) through Vol. XII, No.4 (December, 1951);
Tot8.1 of 8 issues of the ACSR.

*

Paul Facey, S.J., Holy Cross College, vlorcester, l'l[tssachusetts
Vol. XIV, l~o. 1 (l'<iarch, 1953) through the present; or
Total of the (last) 2. issues of the ACSl!.

*

Joseph F'ichter, S.J., Loyola University, Neu Orlefu"1s, La.
Vol. lA, No. 2 (June, 1948) through Vol. XIII, Ho. 4 (December, 1952);
Total of' 19 issues of' the ACE.>R.

* Georee

Fitzp;ibbon, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Nass.
Vol. I, No.1 (I,larch, 1940) through Vol. III, IIo. 4 (December, 1942);
Total of 12 issues of the ACSR.

*Consult Appendix IV i{nicn indicates articles contributed to the ACSR.
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~ran1c T. Flynn, University of Notre Dame, Notre DaLle, Ind.

Vol. I ; No. 1 (March, 19lJo) through Vol. II, No. 4 (December, 1941);
Total of 8 issues of the l,CSR.

*

Sister Elizabeth Frances, S. S. J., Rep;is College, Vleston, Hass.
Vol. I, 1\:0. 1 (Harch, 19lJo) thrOUGh Vol. III, Ho. 4 (December, 1942);
Total of 12 issues of the ACSR.

* Francis

J. Friedel, S.1·1., Trinity College, Sioux City, lOi'la
Vol. I, 1;0. 1 (!vlarch, 19114) through Vol. IX, lIo. 4 (December, 1948);
Total of 2i issues of the ACSFh..

*

Paul Hanly Furfey, C£ttholic Uni versi ty, Washington, D. O.
Vol. I, lIo. 1 (Harch, 19lJo) through Vol. XIII, IJo. 4 (December, 1952);
Total of (the first) ~ issues 0:' the ACSR.
Ralph A. G:lllaGher, S.J., Loyola University, Ohicago, Illinois
Vol. I, 2~0. 1 (I1arch, 1940) throu[",h l)resent, continuous service as
Chairman of' Editorial DOcird of' the ,AOSR, or
Total of (all) 60 issues of the AOSR in its first fifteen years.

*

Thomas Harte, C.Ss.R., Cc.tholic University of America, vlashington, D. C.
Vol. XI, No. 1 (:'~arch, 1950) through Vol. XI, iTo. 4 (December, 19lJo), and
Vol. XIV, :Jo. 1 Clarch, 1955) through present, continuins as l.~ember, or
Total of ).2 issues of' the A9.~R.

*

Sister Mary Henry, G.P., Rosar-J College,River Forest, Illinois
Vol. III, Ho. 1 (I,larch, 1942) through Vol. VII, Ko. 2 (June, 1946);
Total of 18 issues 0::: the ACSR.
Sister H. Inez Hilger, 0.S.3., st. Cloud Hospital, St. Cloud, Hinnesota
Vol. XI, ITo. 1 (Harch, 1950) through Vol. XII, 1:-0. 4 (December, 1951);
Total of Q issues of the ACSR.

* Edward

A. truth, University of Dayton, D8yton 9, Ohio
Vol. X, l:o. 1 O"larch,1949) t...1.rough Vol. X, Ho. 4 (December, 191~9);
To tell of !± issues of the ACS_J;i~_

*

Er.:crson iiynes, st. John's University, Collegeville, Mim"1esota
Vol. XI, Ira. 1 (I.larch, 1950) throu:;h Vol. XI, Ho. 4 (DeCe1:1ber, 1950);
Total of 4 issues of the ACSR.

*

Eugene J::.nson, S.E., McBride Eigh School, St. Louis, 1'::0.
Vol. X, No.1 (}!Iarch, 1949) throuGh Vol. X, iTo. 1 (Ivi:o.rch, 1949);
'I'ot::l of' 1 is:Jue 0:'"' '.:..;10 ,'.OS~i.

*

L:;r~'le8t

ICilzc:n', J.3.::;., st. John's University, Collegeville~ Minnesota
Vol. XII, No. 1 (~rarch, 1951) Through Vol. XIII, 1;0. 4 (Decer~ber, 1952);
Total of 8 issues of t11e -ACSR.
---'--
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James H. "Kirk, Loyola University, Los Angeles, California
Vol. XIV, Ho. 1 (Ho.rch, 1955) through Vol. XIV, 1;0. 11, (December, 1953);
Total of 4 issues of the ACSR.

-

--

.Andre,.; J. Kress, Georgetown University, lV'ashington, D. C.
Vol. IV, No.1 (1-1arch, 191J-3) through Vol. VI, No.2 (June, 1945);
Total of 10 issues of the ACSR.

*

Sister .l'hry Liguori, B. V.I-l., Mundelein College, Chicago, Illinois
Vol. V, No. 1 (March, 1944) through Vol. VI, No. 2 (June, 1945); and
Vol. XIII, Ho. 1 (Harch, 1952) throuGh Vol. XIII, No.4 (Deceooer, 1952);
Total of 10 issues of the ACSR.

*

Edt-rard A. l-iarcinialc, Loyola Uni verci ty, Chicago, Illinois
Vol. V, Ho. 1 (lvlnrch, 191+4) through Vol. IX, 1,0. 1 (I.farch, 1948); and
Vol. X, No.1 (Iufarch, 1949) through Vol. X, Ho. 4 (December, 1949);
Total of 21 issues of the ACSB.

* Sister

Leo Nerie, O.P., Siena College, lciemphis, Tenn.
Vol. IV, No.1 (Harch, 1945) through Vol. IV, lIo. 4 (December, 1943); and
Vol. XIV, No.1 (!<1arc11., 1955) through Vol. XV, No.4 (December, 1954);
Total of 12 issues of the ACSR.

Sister Miriam, 6.S.U., Ursuline Oollege, Cleveland 6, Ohio:
Appointed to Editorial Boc.rd H'ith the issue of Vol. XVI, No.l(M,,'1.rch,1955).

*

Fr8l1z If.ue 11 er, St. Louis University, St. Louis, Ho.
Vol. I, No.1 (March, 191!o) through Vol. IX, no. 1 (1':8.rch, 1948);
Total of (the first) 22 issues of the ACS~.

* Bernard

Hulvaney, C.S.Vo: Catholic University, vlas11ington, D. O.
Vol. V, Ho. 1 (March, 1944) through Vol. VII, No.2 (June, 1946);
Total of 10 issues of the ACSR.
(Also his-;ervice in capacity-as Book Revie...; Editor, for period see belovl)

*

Paul J. Mundie, Marquette University, 1!dhlaukee, j'!isconsin
Vol. II, no. 1 (March, 1941) through Vol. III, No.4 (December, 1942);
Total of £ issues of the ACSR.

* Paul

Mundy, Loyola UniVersity, Chicago, Illinois
Vol. XIII, Ho. 1 (1-1arch, 1952) 811d continuous throuEh present; also, see
last page of Appendix II for nevi division of responsibility on Board; or,
Total of (the last) 12 issues of the AOSR.

*

Ra:;nllond 1'1. Hurray, C. S. C., university of Notre Dame, Indiana
Vol. VI, Ho. 3 (October, 1945) through the present time.
Total of (the 1st) 2~ issues of the AC~R.
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*

Leo Robinson, ;3.J., Gonzaga University, Syokane, '~'iashington
Vol. I; No.1 (lvlarch, 1940) through Vol. IV, Ho. 4 (December, 19113);
Total of (the first) 16 issues of the AC_SR.

*

Eve, J. Ross, New York, N.Y. (presently with Trinity College,\'/ashington,D.C.),
Vol. I, l~o. 1 (March, 1940) through Vol. IX, No. 1 Oilarch, 1948); and
Vol. XI, No.2 (June, 1950) through Vol. XI, Ho. 2 (June, 1950); aJld
Vol. XII, No. 1 (I'larch, 1951) thrOUGh Vol. XIII, Ho. 4 (December, 1952);
Total of 42 issues 0:::' the ACSR.
(Also, se-;-the follm'l'ing membership as Book Heviei'l Editor belot... )

* Louis

i.. Ryan, O.P., College of St. Nary of the Springs, Columbus 3, Ohio
Vol. VIII, l·~o. 1 (Harch, 1947) throUl:;h Vol. X, lTo. 4 (December, 1949);
Total of l..? issues o:f the ,ACSB.
.

* brother

Gerald J. Schnep:), S. l'i., St. Mary I s University, San Antonio ,Texas
Vol. III, Eo. 1 (Harcll, 1942) through Vol. IX, no. 4 (December, 1948);
Totd of 28 issues of the LCSR.
(Also seebeloi'[ the Bool: Revie"'T Editor for his service in thst ca:)aci ty)

Gladys 3e11e1'1, Rosary College, River Forest, Illinois
Vol. XIV, Ifo. 1 (l,lIc.rc::, l"'5j~ t:1r·01..l,,-;:·~ \r.~,l. ;':IV·, =--2. 1~ l.::Soce;.:Lcj.~; 1?::.~~:·;
Tot8.1 or 4 i~3~;_C:J O~~ J~:1e JiCSllo

*

::~

lvocter A. Sieber, S.V.D., Loyola University, Chica."~o, Illinois
Vol. XIV, Ho. 1 (i~D.rch, 1955) thr;'..;.gh the present time;
Tot::.'.l 0:':" (the lust) !±. issues of' t:le EP,S~

* John

L. Thomas, S.J., st. Louis University, St. Louis, }3.ssouri
Vol. XI, Eo. 1 (~!Iarch, 1950) throu~h Vol. XIII, r;o. 4 (Decenber, 1952);
Total of 12 issues of the ACSR.

*

Donald J. Thorman, Loyola University, OhicaGo, Illinois
Vol. XII, l~o. 1 (lcIarcl1, 1951) throuch Vol. XV, l~o. l~ (December, 1954);
Total of (the last) 1.6 issues of the ACSH.

*

H. S, Time_sheff, Fordham University, Nevl York, I~. Y.
Vol. IV, roo 1 (Harch, 191~3) through the present time;
Total of' (the last) ~ issues of the !,CSR.

*

Helen H. Toole, Co11ep;e of Ne\'l liochelle, Ne\'1 Rochelle, H. Y.
Vol. I, No.1 (Narch, 1940) throuGh Vol. II, l~o. 4 (Decenbcr, 191a);
Total of (the first) Q issues of the ACSR.
John .i a lsh, O.H.I., DeioIazenod Scholasticate, San Antonio, Texas
Vol. XIV, Ho. 1 (1.1arch, 1953) through Vol. XIV, No. 4 (December, 1955);
Total of 4 issues of the ACSR.

-

---
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* Bary ~lizabeth i'fa1sh, Catholic University, Washington, D. C.
Vol. VI, l~o • .5 (October, 1911-5) through Vol. I X, No.4 (December,1948);
Total of 14 issues of tLe ACSR.
Thomas '{fi1ey, College of St. Teresa, ;'linona, IvIilID.
Vol. I, Ho. 1 (March, 1940) throue;h Vol. I, 1'.;0. 4 (December, 1940);
Total of (the first) 1 issues of the ACS~.
BOOK REYIE'il EDITOR.S

*

ljernard Hu1vaney, C.S.V., Catholic University, Washington, D. C.
First to serve in this editorial capacity with the appearance of
Vol. V, No.1 (Harch, 191f4) through Vol. VI, No.2 (June, 1945);
Total of (the first) 6 issues of the ACSR holding this departmental
division with Dr. Eva-J. Ross (\,1ho is also listed above as Bourd l-iember).

*

Eva J. Ross, Trinity College, ~1ashington, D. C.
Vol. V, No.1 (Hareh, 1941f) through Vol. X, !~o. 4 (December, 1949);
Total of' (the first) 24 issues of the ACSR "lith this deparwental
division (see also ab;Ve listinr; as a Board t'"0mber for thd 11eriod).

* Brother

Gerald J. Schnepp, S.K, St. Louis University, St. Louis, 1.1issouri
Vol. XI, Eo. 1 (Harch, 1950) und continuing through the )resent time; or
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December, 1 9 5 4 . -
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Above the listing of the Editorial Board noted above is the folloidng
announcement:

ll1·lERICAI; CA'l'HOLIC SOCICLOGlCAL REV I Ell
Official ?ublication of tll-;-lkericM Cdholic Sociological Society.
EditOrial end Business Office:
Loyola University-;--820 N.-I,uchi[;nn I,ve., Chicago 11, Illinois. All
E,.usi!!.,es,E. and .edi,toria);. co:cununications should be sent to Rev. Ralph A.
Gd1ap;her, S. J., o.t tilis address. Address all co:mmunications concerning book revie,"s to Brother Gerald J. Schnepp, S.l'~., St. 1oIary's
Univ;r'slty,' 'San .Antonio 1, Texas. 1
At the foot of the seme page is the fo110",in[; a.l1!1otJ.l1Cement:

1The reverse of' the front cover of the ACSR, Volume XVI, (Correctly) and
Number 1, Harch, 1955.
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C~jJTEH'.i:'S,

II

1940 TO

1954, I'lITE CLASSIFICA'l:LOiJ OF SUBJECT IIAT'l'ER
EXPLA?iJ.'I'ORY ?AGE
----- - The follo\'ring pages of A~)pendix III repeat in llroper sequence the "Table
of Contents ll of each quarterly issue of the ACSR in its fifteen-ye2..r period of
existence.

The reader i'lill note that on the left nw..rr;in of these pc,ges are trIO

columns added by this I-/ri tel' in his analysis !?.nd classification of e[:.ch i tementry of every issue.

In the first column under tho headinG of nCODE m;E" the

Ramen Numorals "I" to IIIV" inclusive are used to ShOi'l that e. particular itement~J

reflects one of the four purpose-categories indicated in the Constitution

of t::e ACSS.

These categories ''lere also used on ps.go thirty-five of F2..t.her

Rosenfelder I s study, previously noted.
The "lri tor has assigned one of these four symbols "Thich seemed to him best
to apI)ly to tb,9.t entry.

This admittedly is a some."hat subjective and arbitrary

procedure with inevitable overlapping.
11111

The follorling symbols of

PIOL1811

numerals

to "IV" and their respective me8l1ings applying under the hoadini? of flCODE

OlTE II in the first column of the follCl'ring P2.gos of Appendix III are:
I - "To stimuls.te concerted study and resee.rch among Catholics in the
field of sociolo&':;)7. II
II - liTo cree.te a sense of solidarity OJ1long Catholic sociologists. II
III - llTo unearth and disserrlnate the sociological im~)licctions of the
Catholic thought pattern. II
IV - IIUnclassifiable according to the Consti tutional
In tr:e second column under the heading of "CODE

Pur~)oses."

n'ro n

the Arabic numerals

"1" to "16 11 inclusive are used in this cl2.ssific:::tion procedure.

Again, one

symbol is used by this "lri ter which to his mind seems best to describe the
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content of' each item-entry of' the "Table of Contents 1/ of the ACSR in its
fifteen-year period of existence.

Again, this involves a procedure 11hich is

somewhat subjective G....'1d arbitrary.

The indicated meanings of the symbols of

Arabic numerals 11111 to "16 11 inclusive a~peared originally on pa.a;e

524

of The

Ar~!ican J0'U.!".?E1l. of 0 0 ciology, in the article entitled "The r American Journal

of Sociology I through F'i:Ety Years,
T~"e

II

by Bthel '"'hanas in the issue of llIay,

symbols of Arabic numerals [lnd their reslJective meal1inD:s used in the

second column tU1der the

headin;~

of' HCODE THOll are:

1 - Theory and History
2 - Socid Institutions and Organization

3 - Social Pathology
4 - Social Psychology

5-

Human Ecology

6 - Population
7 - Races and Nationalities
8 - Hethods of ReBearch

9 - Sociology Elsewhere
10 - Other Social Science
11 - Social Reform
12 - Sociological

It

Shop-Talk "

13 - Student Dissertations

14 -

Special Bibliographies

15 -

Social Survey

16 - Miscellaneous

1945.
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A?.?K:DIX IV

Ei SELECTED JOUK:JALS L..D:'U3LICATIOITS

OF SOCIOLOGICAL E-JTEHEST :::1;

T~~IL

Tn:E

Ek'L.''.l;:',TORY ?AGE
~

-

~"---

The folloHin::; ~)~.!,~:es of L_';nendix IV list al)LLoetic:lly the 148 contributors
of Grticlcs to the ACSR in the ~)criod 1940 to 1954.
cedes his nCJ:lc it

indic~'.tes

th:ct person is

orial 13o:?-rd; 1\.)pel1di;.: II \'lould indicate tI1e
contributor.

<.

~)resent,

durC'.·~ion

If en asterisk (*) preor

1J:~';.St

I:ler.:1ber of the Edit-

of that service for that

After eaCrl contributor's nDllle is given in numeric8.l sequence i'lhat-

ever article( s) he contrio1).tec. to t:le AOSR in the ~)eriod of this study.

Then

follmrin;:,; the title of the article contributed is given in parentheses the class
ification of that article as mc,rked in
a second

~)8.rel1theses

in ApIJendix III.

A;~)endix

III, and immediately fo11o'l'lS in

the ple,ce reference of that article ,",hich also may be noted

Tl:.e place reference is ;:;i ven in abbrevided form.

The !eJ'riter has listed whc.tever articles of these

143 contributors of art-

io1es to t11e ACSR were published in the follo!<ling twenty-three selected scho1::1.1'13' and learfled ,iournals

~md

reviei'ls of sociological inJ.:.erest in this sm;:te time

Deriod (othervlise the time :)eriod is noted in parentheses after the abbreviated
ti tle is I;i ven).

These other contributions to the f'ol1o'\;'inp; listed publications

c.re given in sm2,.!!. le,tter

~_q1..lence

ne of the f01101'1in'" publico.tions

!·riti.1 the title
'IIi th

0:;:' tb~t

article as found in

the 8.,?)ropric.tely abbrevic,ted source ref-

(APPE~'DIX

12}

IV)

erence \·!here" it is to be found, as in the manner usually indicated in either the
Index !o

Pe:r:~~dica~.

Literature or The Catholic i'eriodical

Illde;~.

For exrunple,

Louis T. Achille is the first contributor of an article to the ACSR in the
period of this study listed alphc.betically.

He contributed one article in the

period of this study, vlhich is listed in :numerical sequence in the order of the
ti tIe of' his article contriuuted, liThe Catholic

Ap~~roach

to Interraciclism in

Fr2J1Ce II HLich title is follo1"lod :~mmediately by the first set of p~~rentheses cont8.ining the classii'ics.tion of that article eX.tJlained in Appendix III.
lov;s the second

~J['.rentheses

Then fol-

conta:"ning the reference uhere this article is to be

locc.ted, thD.t is, in Volume III,

::0.

1, on p2,ge 22, the issue of £;18.rch, 1942.

Having listed v/hatever contributions of articles the person made to the AOSR in
this p3riod of time according to this procedure, there then follows in
letter

E.e~~~

belo\'1:

E-maIl

his contr:"butions, if any, to the selected journalo listed

In the case of Louis T. Achille there are three such contributions for

this l)er:"od of' time.

For these oti:ler contributions the ti He is given first

follo,-Ted by parentheses containinG in abbreviated form v1here th:.;.t title is to be
located.

This procedure is carried through for all 148 contributors of article

If they are joint contributors of an article to the AOSI\, then thc.t data described above is .c::iven under each nmne and noted as a joint contribution.
The fo11ot.,in8: twenty-three selected scholarly and le["crned journals and
reviet'1s of socio10[ica1 interest in this listing certainly is not exhaustive,
but it is re)resentD,tive.

Eor does this indicate all ;,on-ACSR published con-

tributions in the acadenic i'Torld.
have

trc~ining

Several contributors of articles to the ACSR

Q.."YJ.d )rof'essiono.l interests not centro.lly in the field of

sociology, ,-Thich mey be merely

0.

collaterc,l interest to that contributor.
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.

This 1;[ri ter h[',s consul ted the

follo\'lin,~:

public2,tions for the :::>eriod of

this study unless otheri'lise noted:

.3 - American Journal of Sociolor:y (AJS),

5 -

An.thro.:2.£!ogice,1 Quarterlz (illlthrop Q (fornerly Primitive

7 - Ourrent

r.:on»),

Soc~plogy (Our Soo1, 1;/hich abstr2.cts articles, 1952-1954),

8 - Industrial snd Le-oor RoL"tions Revie\v (ILRR,Jan., 1948,through 1954),

10 -

~()Uz:!l81

of Abnorm.e.1 aDd, Social ?sycholC?&y' (J Abnorm Psych),

12 - National Oatlloli,£ Educational Association Bulletin (n Oath E A B p),
1.3 - Pu~lic Qpinio£ Quarterly Ci?ub Opin Q),
14 - R~view

£f

Social Economy (R Soc Econ),

15 - Social !.o~s (Soc F),
16 - Social Justice Review (Soc Just R),

22 - Sociolozica1 Revi~ (British) (Socl R),
2.3 - Sociolog;y anQ §gcia1 B.E:l.s.e.£!ch (Socl () Soc Res).

1 25
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The

re~der

will note that the £ollowing ten publications of the above

listing are indexed regularly in the Index to Periodical Literature:
1 - American Anthropologist,
2 - American Sociological Review,

3 - Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology,

4 - Journal of Social Psychology,

5-

Public Opinion Quarterly,

6 - Social Forces,

7 - Social Research,
8 - Social Service Review,

9 - Sociological Review (British),
10 - Sociology and Social Research.
The reader will note that the £ollowing seven pUblications of the twentythree listed above are indexed in The Catholic Periodical Index:
1 - Anthropological Quarterly,
2 - Catholic Educational Review,

3 - Interracial Review,

4 - National Catholic Education Association Bulletin,

5-

Review o£ Social Economy,

6 - Social Justice Review,

7 - Social Order.
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Achille, Lottie 'i.
l-uThe Catholic A~;::)l'o8.cl-~ to l!1terrG.c:~alisfl in FrOl"lCel! (II,7):(Vol. III, :~o.
',,,) )
1
- ")~
10~~~.
_, J.L~,
harc~,
H

,

c.- II CLtholic Aegro :'n the Con:f'ro.tGrl1ity ll:(lntern,cic,l n 1}+:185-L~ D 'i}l);
b- If F2cther ?ierre Chcxles,S.J., S~)eD.ks c.t De.1orreDH:(I21tcrr2.ciul It
12:139-41 S '39);
c- uOr,:;nniz:.;,""iOl: de L Vie Religieuse Cl:ez les I~oirs des Et;:;cts-Ul1is II: (Cur
Socl, V. 2, ,c. lGo: Ohron. Soc. FrCl1ce 60 (5-6), l~ov-Dec.52:4T1-81~).
*Anne (0.S.3.), Sister
I-liThe Rurc:.l Yc-nily
a-nStud~T

(Sister ."o.::.::'1e

::~'.r:r COHle:", O.~~.D.)

Culture,'2,t.er:1il(II,2):(Vol.EI,~;0.1,::;.28, l.~[.rch,

0:' Tntere::t Trend.s
Rev 49: 61 7 H ' 51 ) .

0::

1~'~:·2).

Sccandccry School ::md College \iomenll:(C::th Ed

AUGlwtine (!i'.S.C.), (Brother) Doninic
I-liThe Catholic College ;;.:0.;.'1
Oct., 19lj·7).

~"eGro

P

lI'r-l
1 il-'lI
,- ~ ,p._2011:,
\. 1 , 7)' : ('Tva.
J.
,.,0.),

;:; ae rvral d, Fri e dri ch
l-"COlillnunist, Eotional Socialist 8n6. LLer3.1 Societ;)', 1917-1959" (I, 2):
(joint author ivith :i. S. Timacheff and Leo J. I,Iartin, S.J. ):(Vol. V, 1;0.3,
p. 154, Oct., 1944);
2-"Society as a ?rocess" (I, ,):(Vol. V, lIo. 4, lJ.258, DeCel.1Jer, 191t4);
.3-"lJonFratornization: A Csee study of' the Breal:doiffi of cn 'Operntiond
Conce",t'U (I, 5):(Vol. VII, 1;0. 1), p. 15, H['~rch, 191~6).
a- uS ome Ref'lectio:~:J on the Economic l.::rqects of Depersonalization II: (R Soc
Bcon 12:9-15 l·lr '54).
Bal;:er, O(liver) E(d1'lin)
1-"S0T.1e Im)licDtions of Popul~·.t:'on TrendD to the Christian CllurC11 II (r, 5) :
(Vol. II, Ho. 2, ~).80, June, 1942);
2- liThe Rural People in the Postvlar \'Jorld II (1,5) : (Vol. V, Ho. 1, ? 12, Harch,
1944) ;
5- IIRur~,l 2eople in the Post'l'lar Horld--II II (I,5):(Vol. V, l~o . 2, lJ· 90, June,
1944 ).
[,,-Obituary (by E. Hoffsonmer):(ABR 15:4,38 Je '50); (cf. Oliver Edvdn Balcor,
1885-1949, with selected bibliogra.~~hy of' his writin~;s, b=r S. S. Visher and
C. Y. Hu, Assn Ac Geof, A."1l1 40: ,328-,34 D'5Q).
b- II Af,riculture in r.!odern Li:'ell:(Cath Ed R, ,3[;:~48-9, Ap '40).
*Barta, Russell
1- IISooe Dating Patter-fls and Attitudes tOI'lard Iv18.rriage of 174 Oatholic College
Studentsl/(r,2) :(joint 2uthor rlith Charles T. Reilly) (Vol. XIII, No.4,
p. 240, Dec., 1952).
a-Soc Ab, Vol. I, No.5, x,lay, 1953, p. 64 (78) quotes the above article in
the ACSR by R. Carleton, abstractor.
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Bernard (s. J. ), (Rev.) Raymond
l-"Consequences of Racial Segregation"(I, 7):(Vol.X,No.2,p.82, June, 1949).
a_If Brotherhood in Coops?Il:(Interracial R 19:154-6 0'46);
b-uCrime and the Color Line":(Interrs.cial R 22:120-3 Ag '49);
c-"Jim Crow Vocations?u:(Interracial R 22:90-3 Je '49);
d- II Hore Vocation Op'}ortunitbsu:(Interracial It 22:171 N '49);
e- "Outgro,'lins Jim-CrOi'l II: (Interracial R 22: 104-6 J1 '49);
f-UPrejudice Fe2.rs Hefuted":(Interracia1 R 24:23-6 F '51);
g-"American Apostohte ll (Soc Ord 5:128-5 2 1YIr '55);
h-"Churches, Schools a.1'1d Racell:(Interracid R 27:65-5 Ap '54);
i- II Protestant !{lcrk in Race Relations 11 : (Interracial R 27:6-9 Ja '5 21-).
Blow, Richard f-larCO
I-liThe Sociology of ReliGion in Latin America ll (1,2) : (Vol. XV, Ho. 2, p. 161,
June, 1954).
novlen, E(ugene) R(ider)
1- uSocial Implications of the Cooperative Hovement ll (III,10):(Vol.II,No.4,
p. 195, D~ceT:lber, 19-41).
Buko"rski, (V. Rev. !v1sgr.) Arthur F.
I-liThe Stability of the Marriages 01 Ce.tholic College Graduates" (I, 2):
(Vol. XII, No.1, p. 11, March, 1951).
Byrnes, James A.
1_"A Ma:lifesto on Rural Life ll (I, 15):(Vol. 1, no. 1, Barch, 1940).
Call ohan (S. J. ), (Rev.) Ed"rard R.
1- II Divorce--A Survey" (I,2):(Vol. IX, Jo. 5, p. 162, Octoi..;er, 1948).
*C a.'1J..sJ.a
.
\.'S • S • -IJ. D• ) , Sister Mary

l-"i"amily Size of Oatholic Graduates" (I,6):(Vo1.X,No. 2, p.101, June, 1949).
Ca.'1t\'lell, (Rev.) Daniel M(ichae1)
1-IIRace Re12ctions--As Seen by a Catholic II (III,7): (Vol. VII, No.4, p.242,
Decenber, 1946).
a- "Experiner.t in Chicago ": (Interracial R 21 :56-7 Ap '48);
b-"Housins and Segregation":(Interracif'.1 R 22:185-7 D 'lf9).
Celestine (O.S.D.), Sister
1-IIJuvenile Delinquency and t:.e Catholic Home" (II, 2): (Vol. 1, No.4, p. 1948
December, 1940).
Chapman, Stanley H.
1_IIThe Deve10,?ment of' the Catholic Church in Ne~., Haven, Connecticut" (I, 5):
(Vol. V, No.5, p. 161, October, 1944).
a- II Conternorary Pastorate ": (ASR 9 :597-602 D 1944);
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b- Il Kini'13ter: P:cor'escio:1c1 HCll of the Churchll:(Soc F 23:202-6 D'44);
Il
C- Sps.J':'ial Fixity of l~e\-! Ho.ven Churches":(Socl & Soc Res 29:213-17 Ja '45).
Christina (I.H.M.), Sister Hr,ry
l-"Study of the Catholic Fomily Th:cou;:;h Three Generations" (U,2):(Vol. III
Ho. 5, p. ll~l~, Octojer, 191f2).
Chyatte, Conrad
I-liThe Behc.vior of Fathers as Re~,orted bJ normals, Nueroti cs ~.nd 8chi tzophrenics" (I,15)1(joint author \-lith James E. McKeown):(Vo1.XV,Ho.4, p.
332, December, 1954).
Cizon (Cicszon), Francis A.
1- II Interethnic and Interreligious ::larriage Po.t°.:.erns in ?arish XII (I, 2);
(Vol. XV, No.3, P. 24l~, October, 1954).
Clarke (S.J.), (Rev.) v{illi8Ll H(orris)
l-IIIndustria1 Democracy in Be1giu.n" (r,2):(Vo1. X, ~~o. 4, p. 229, December,
1949) •

........... ....

0.-

IIChristian Humanism for Today": (Soc Ord 3 :269-88 My-Je '53).

*Clemens, Al:phonse H(enry)
I-liThe Need of' Constructive 7hinkin': in Sociolo[;ica1 Research" (U,l):(Vol.
I, No.2, p. 74, June, 1940);
2-"The Catholic Sociologist Faces a ne", Socin! Order /I (III, 2) : (Vol. IV, No.
3, p. 158, October, 1943);
Il
3- Shall ;'[e have 1m Atomic or OrC8nic A,ce7 11 (I,l):(Vol.VII, Xo. 4, p. 23 1"
Decemoer, 1946).
a- II Are Conoration "'ro:E'its Too High Judz:;ed by Christian Standards?":(80c Jus
R 42:527-31 F '50);
b- Il Values in F£Wlily Li vin: II: (So cOrd 3: 123-7 :bIr '53).
Corahaire- Sylvanin, SuzruLne
1-"Associ8.tions on the Basis ai' Origin in Lagos, I\;igeria" (I, 4): (Vol. XI,
Eo. 4, ? 2311-, December, 1950).
Conley, William H.
1-"Socio.l Aspects of' Recent La.oor Legislation" (III,ll):(Vol. I, Xo.2, p.62,
June, 1940).
a-"Community College":(Nat Cath E A B p) 46:1:.-24
Connell, James P.
l_"IMan and Society ", (n,2):(Vol. I, No. it,

;?

r.;y '50).

186, December, 1940).

*Coogan (S.J.), (Rev.) John E(dvlard)
l-llReligion and the CricinoloSi st 1/ (III, 2); (Vol. VI, lio. 3, p. 151.;·, Octooer,
1945) ;
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2-"Im-:ll"Cnrins H:::, cicl Atti tudes A;::ton:~ Catholics II (III, 7) : (Vol. VII, ~; J. 2,
118, June, 1946) •

]J.

. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

e..-"Catholic Protostll:(ASR 15:110-11 F '50);
b-"Our Catholic Collegians in ti-.l.O Post-I:h\r i'lorld ll :(1nterracial R 18:10-11
Ja '45);
c- II Detroits Connnission on Oormrn.m.ity HelCltions":(Interracia1 R 27:9-11 J 151+
Crei~hton (R.n.), Sister Bridset

l-"Socio-Economic Status
p. 19, l·Iarch, 1954).

8-'-lG

the :rUJ:sin;; 08l1didate ll (I, lO):(Vol. XV, lio. 1,

Oronin (S.S.), (Rev.) John F(roncis)
1-11The Catholic A~)l)roach to Socic:_l Actionfl:(III,ll):(Vol.X,
Octooer, 1949).

llO.

3,}J.152,

a- II P1ace of Economics Ll Liberal Arts Oolle[;es 8.ne. Soniw-ries II: (n Soc Econ
""r '110 I\ '•
7 .• 1- 7 .I.'...
b-"Economic ~~esearch nne. the Social ErlCJclicals: "'roGl"eSS CJ.ld Poverty":
(R Soc Econ 10 :16-31 !-lr '52);
c- I1 Courageous Christianityil:(Interraci81 R 25:2 Ja '52);
d-08tholic Socb.l l-)rinci-)les. (Rovie~'l; Soc Ord 1:80-4 F I 51by J.L.T}lOinC.S,S.J.)
1/

Oross, Joseph L.
l-tiThe k_18ricD.n ,'rotective Associstion: A sociolo c :icCll h:t"_ly:::;is 0:': the
i'eriodic Literdv.re 0,_ thG Period 1890-1900 11 (i,4):(Vol.X, :;0. 5, i).172,
Oc-:oJe1', 191~9).
Cur l' 011 , Ch8.1'les A(rthur)
l-"Fo.mily CO~'1.se1ingll(1,2):(Vol.XI, :~o. 3,
2- liThe Leader 1s Skill in Gl"OU~J Discus sio11"
December, 1950).

191~8) ;
lJo.4, ~).2)n

a- lI Strc:.ct.urinc; tho 001).11801in2: ReL~tionsbi): A Caso .2o~)ort II (J AC:'lOr,'~ ?sych
39:10>-216, Ag ''-A).
b-lIliondi:l:'octive CounsolL1'; in AlloT(.;ic COLl~)Ldnt811:(J Aonorm ~:sJcll It3: I J1:-2-51

o

148);

C-Co1L'l.selin;.: in Catholic Life [lJ:;.C, Ec.ucc:ticn. U{OViO'd: O~.tL Ed i\
-'52"'oy J. ~-rJ.'-.- 3~T'r~·e-;·G.ls~oc Just Ii 45: 90 Je '52),

50 :505-6::;,

Deforrari, Roy J(osel)h)
1-IISociol05~' in the ?ro:-;ram o:f the C2.tho lic General Collef,e II (1,10): (Vol.
XIII, :':0.2, p. 89, Jc.'.ne, 1952),
a-"Does 1.:-10 C2_tllolic Collef,e F'oster 8. True Sense 0: Freedom nnd DenocracyU;
(Nut C2tIl E A E P 19}fO: 266-76);
b-IIEducE'tion ffi1d Accredi tir.g Today" (Nat Cath E A B P 1941: 272-87);
"'t·lL.U
... t;... o]~,
1,,1 11..1
'{'-""l-i.-,)--:,~
,"
.':,
' • . r"'~t'." O.l. A.,
_.",,,l1,(~,,,,.L
C _Ill n",
... _.<-.L.-,-",n ,.""-'
.T-,-L.n "-~-,_
v.,.e !"'c,J-'
v, .. L.n~.LlC
,_.1l\[0
.,.er-,-,~,
__ .,~,,_,"
Cr,th E L ~~ P 191~2: 303-7);
.;>.1,;;

.0
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d- 1I000pe.·ation In Oo.tholic Hi;:;her Educ['.tion It: (Hat Oath E A 3 P 1~2: 15-26
F '46);
e-"Recent Vie\-lS on Generd Educ3.tionl/:(Ccdh Ed R 45:520-7 N '45);
f-"Affiliation of' r·~inor Sel-unarioc, vrith Oe,tholic UniversitY":(I:at OD,th E A
B P 46:127-30 '49);
p;-"Theol02:Y a.'1d the Oo11e,,;e Ourriculum" (Nat Oath E A B P 49:7-15 N '52).
De1acroix, (Rt. Rev. Hsgr.) Simon
l-"Parish Inr;uiries in France" (I,l;):(Vol. XIII,No.3, p.169, October, 1952).
Divine (S.J.), (Rev.) Thomas F.
1- tiThe i~eture of Economic Science and Its Relation to Social .i?hilosophy"
(II,lO):(Vol. I, Eo. ), p.129, October, 19lJo).
a-"Assumption of Ratiom'l Conduct in Economic Science":(R Soc Econ
8:85-8 S '50).
Doerr (0. F.ll!. ), (Rev.) rterm2n
1-"Socio10gy in the r.1ajor Seminary--The l-rogrOJil at Our Lndy of A..'1gels
Seminary~(III,9):(joint author i'lith Joseph L. Kerins,O.Ss.R.):(Vol. XIII,
No.1, p. 25, Ivlarch, 1952).
Dominic (R.G.S.), Sister lei.
l-"Religion ond the Juvenile Delinquent" (1,2): (Vol. XV, Ho.
October, 1954).

5,

~).

256,

Donovon, John D.
1-"Sociologica1 Implicetions 0:' UIESO'J" (I,4):(Vol. VIII,no.l, p. 38, }'1arch,
1947) ;
2-"The Sociologist Looks at the :;:'arish ll (I,2):(Vo1.XI, No.2, p.68, June,

1950) ;
3-"American Oatholic Sociologists Dnd the Sociology of ReliGion" (I,l):
(Vol. XV, No.2, p. 104, June, 1951+).
Dougherty, Frederick J.
1-"Diff'erentia1s in Oatholic Opinion on the Admission of Displaced l'ersons"
(I,7) : (joint 8utllor ,:Ii th O. - J. Huesse): (Vol. XII, l'(O. 4, P. 202,
December, 1951).
Dunn (S. J. ), (Rev.) Edi-lard S.
1- II Oatholics in the 79th Con[;ross" (III,16):(Vol.VII,:Jo.4,p. 259, December,
1946) ;
2-"Oatholics in the 80th Oongress ll (I,2):(Vol.IX, iJo.4,p.254, Dece::::1ber, 1948)
Eveline (0 .r). ), Sister l·l.
l-"The Social Thought of Frederic Ozanam" (II,l):(Vol. II, No.1, p. 46,
Ivlarch, 1941).

q
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*Facey (S, J . ), (Rev.) Paul liT.
l-"Soci:'.1 Control and ?ressure Grou~)Sn (1,l~):(Vol.VI, No.4, p. 224,
DecemiJer, 1911-5);
2_"Socie..l Attitudes of Oatholic :ii.h School Stude:lts II (I,l~): (joint n.utllor
'vith Joseph H. Fichter, S.J.):(Vol.X1V, No.2, y. 94, June, 1955) .

......... . . ....

a-Socl Ab abstracts i tom 2 above in Vol. II, ::;0. 1, 1954, 6,102.
*Fichter (S.J.), (Rev.) Joseph A. (Oorrectly, Joseph Henry Fichter, S.J.)
I-liThe Develo~)lCle;lt of' the I]Hlividu8.1 ~'lithin ·tl-lG Socid Syc'Gem lt (r,l):(Vol.IX,
No.3, ~. 179, October, 1948);
;~-flUrb8n l,:obility and ~:;eli:::;ious O~~serv:::~1cetl (I,2):(Vol.X1, ::~o. 3, ).150,
October, 19::N);
3- uSocial Attitudes of' Cs.tl;olic ili[~h Sci1001 Stude;lts ll (1,4):(joint aut~lor
with i.~. V!. Facey, S.J.):(Vol. XIV, ~Io. 2, ~J. 94, Ju.'1e, 1953).
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x-flpius XII 811d Adult Educc:tion":(nQt Oc.th Ed A l3 P 50:515-9 A;;, '55);
y-flReason 211d the Re..ce Q,uestion":(Soc Ord 3: 1}52-6 D '55);
z- "Tar rIee1 08.tholics SbO'" the Way": (Interre.cial R 25 :91-3 Je '52),
~.
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Reconstruction ll (III,5):(Vol. V, lIo. 2, p.

a- ll task of Relief 811d Rehabilitntion":(Nat Cath E A B

r'

39:20-8 1.~ '43).

*Liguori (B. V.l,;. ), Si ster lvIary
l-"The Centrc,l Verein, A Non-Insti tional Social Oontro1 1l (II, 2) : (Vol. II,
Ho. 5, p. 155, October, 1941);
2-IIComuent to Catholic Socio10~~ic0.1 Research" n,12):(joint author vTith
Franz gueller, Evo. J. Ross and itlalter L. Hilligan):(Vol.III, 1;0.3, :).157,
Octooer, 1942);
3- fl The Concept of Soci0.1 i"rocess in ArJ.erictm SocioloSyll (I,l):(Vol. !II,No.3,
p.164, October, 1942).
Lloyd, Elizabeth E.
1-IIRequisites for Graduc.te S-tudy in Social 'o1ork ll (r,16):(Vol. r, lio.
125, October, 19110).
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Mang (C. S:C. ), (Brother) 'l"i11i3111
(originally: Vincent Aloysius X;lang)
I-liThe E.xtent of Democratization in Cdholic Education ll (II,l~):':Vol.II, No.
1, p. 57, March, 1941) •

.. .... .. .....

a-/l;?re~)aration for TeG.chers of ?,elirionll:(Hat C,th E A.s p 46:205-6 '49).

*Harciniak, Edward A.
l_flAn k)1)raisd 0:' Reseccl'ch I,iet~,odG in the Study of Southern COlll.'Uuuities fl
(I,l)~(Vol.IV, Ho. 1, p. 25, March, 19L~5);
lI
2- public Health IllGUrffi1Ce in the United StQtes fl (r,2):(Vo1. VIII, ~Jo. 5,p.
185, October, 1947).
a- lf i1hct the C[ctholic Hip'h School Graduate Should Ibmr of the Socic1 Sciences ll
(Nat C:;th E A B ? 1944: 247-55).
Marie (O.S.F.), Sister Claire
.
.I.
· ·~n C:·..,
,- fI (T_,).
5 \ . (nvo 1 .XIV
-"T
I - llS ome iiS1Jecvs
01''" Res~. d en t·
'::..a 1 S eg1'egat:Lon
!ucc.t,o
' ,ho.
It, p. 251~, December, 1953).
*l\larie (0. F'. ), Sister Leo
I-fils the Catholic Birth Rate Dec1i:lill;:)" (r,f):(Vol. V, ::0. 5, ~). 177,
October, 1944) j
2-"Trellds in Cetholic ?oDuls,tion in tl1e Ullited States" (I,6):(Vol. VI, No.1,
p. 26, 1·';a1'ch, 1945). .
f.Ic.rtin, John H.
l-"Scien-(,ific Parole ?rediction ll (I,4):(Vol.XIV, Eo. ), :~).162, Octooer,1955).
r~c.rtin (S. J. ), ( Rev.) Leo J.
I-liThe ~)ro:':leLl 0:;: Wo.r Causc.tion ll (III,;:::):(Vol. III, 1'10.4, ].251, Deceober,

1942) ;
fl
2- Col:llll1unist, H,tio!18,l Socialist 2J.'1d Liberc.l Society, 1917-1959 11 (I,2): (joint
o.ut:lor \·rith iT. S. Timashefi 2::1d Friedrich DD.enrald):(Vol. V, 1;0.5, p.154,
October, 1941)-);
3- II Integr2_Un£; Forces :;:"01' 011 :::n .::.er:'l2.tiono.l COl:r.;lUnityu (III,2):(Vol. IV, :;0.4,
lJ. 194, December, 19lJj);
L:--lIlJopul::?tion 1'0lici3s Under J:L~tio::cl Socb.lis;'111 (I,6):(Yol.VI, IIo. 2, p. 67,
Juno, 19lj·5).
J

::atthmIS (O.S.D.), (Rev.) ~,2.sil
1-1IT;{est bdi:m Joliei'3 3l1C~ SUl)erstitions" (I,4):(Vol. VI, ~;o. ), p. 159,
Octo bel', 19l I-5).
:~cCarra")1Cr (C.S.C),

(Hev.) Cl'lc.rles I.
u
1- Rec::mt Deve10i)L1::::nts in .3iolo;':ic3.1 Soci010,.:·11 (I, 1):(Vol. VI, I;o. 5, p.146
Octooer, 1945).

l-lcGilney (s. J. ) , (V. Rev.) Laurellce
1-"i'le1cor:10 to tlle ALI01'icC'I1 Cc.:tholic Sociolo::.;ic: 1 SOC=-8ty ll (E,1G):(Vol. XI,
Ho. 1, ). 2, I.1c.rcl" 1950).
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McGoHan, J. vi.
l-IIGroup lJork in Tomorro,'! I s Community Pbnnin.r.. " (III, 1) : (Vol. V, l'o. 2, P.
June, 1944).
HcGm·ran, (Rev.) Raymond A.
1-IISociG.l Justice ond Sociology" (III,l):(Vol. I, No.2, p. 68, June, 19110).
a- II Guarded Optimism in La:)or Ou""lookll:(Soc Just R 46:164-5 S '55).
I-IcKeoim, Janes E( dHard)
1- liThe Behavior 0:2 l~:lthers as Re~;orted by IJor!:J.2-ls, Neurotics and Schizophrenics" (I,15):(joint author uith Conrad Chyatte:(Vol. XV, ITo. 4, p.532,
Decenber, 1954) •

.... ... . .......

a-liThe Behavi.or of ilar;:;nts ofSchizoDhrenic, l-;eurotic, Emd
eMS, Vol. LVI, Ho. 2, September, 1950i p. 175).

:~ormal

Children":

*Hihanovich, Clenlent Seimon)
I-liThe I.lobility of Eminent Catholic Laymen" (II,15):(Vol. I, Ho. 2, !? 92,
June, 1940);
2_I1A Family \i'af,e Formula" (III, 2):(Vol.II, no. 2, p.l04, Ju.'1e, 1941);
3-"Characteri3tics of' the Negro Ff'm1y in St.Louis, £.i:o." (I,5):(Vol. VII,
No.1, p. 53, Harch, 1946);
4-IlSoci~ll Attitudes of Catholic High School Se~"liorsll (I,4):(joint author i-lih
Brother Eugene ii'. Jrulson,S.l:.):(Vol. VII, No.3, p.170, October, 1946);
5-",{/ho Commits Suicide?it (I,4):(Vol. VIII, Ho. 4, p. 281, December,1947);
6_ f1 A Stc.tistica1 Study of LeGal Grov.nds for Divorce in the Uni-ted States":
(I,2):(Vol. IX, No.3, p. 173, October, 1948).
a-"Soci£1.l Processes According to Von i'/iese lf : (Sociol R(Bri tish)37: 1-9 Ja '45);
b-"Sociology of LeolJo1d Vonl'liese": (Social "::j Soc Res 31 :171-80 Ja 11t7);
c-"Red Yugoslavia'l":(Soc Just R 38:261-2 D '45);
d-"3e11ind the Yu[';oslav Scenefl:(Soc Just R 39:295-7 Ja '47);
e-"People of' Yugoslaviafl:(Soc Just R It1:223-7 II '48);
f-"CardinG.1 Stepinac an(( Dictator Tito":(Soc Just R 46:48-50 MY;79-83 Je 53);
g-f{~rri.?-g and the Fam~1l.. (RevieH: Soc Ord 2:457-8 D '52 C. C. Zimmerman);
h-IIProposed Hei-' Immigro.tion Lmrll:(Soc Ord 3:405-6 IT '53);
i-Socie.l Theori_s~~. (Hevierl: Soc Just R 46: 209 0'53 by J.Jolin,S.J.);
j-IIYugoslav Bishops' Letter to garshall Titoll:(Soc Just R 46:3-5 Ap '53);
k-"Too many People in the United States'l":(Soc Just R 47:115-18 Ag '54);
1-M~rriag~ _t:I£d the F811ti!Y.• (Abstracted, Cur Socl, Vol. 2, 1953-4, p.ll:
Mihanovich, C.S., Schnel)p, G. J., and Thomas J.L.).
Hildred (O.S.B.), Sister
I-liThe Significance of the Adolescent Girl in Reconstructing Fomi1y 1ife ll :
(II,4):(Vol.III, Ho. 2, p. 108, June, 1942).
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l-"Oount de 1,lun: His Theory o{' tIl(; Social A)octolc.te 11 (I, 1) : (Vol. XIV, No.1
p. l~, l-1arch, 1953).
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::orris, Ruclol:,:oh (E.)
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*1·;ue11e1', Frr.'.nz Her.iJ.an Jose)b. (also li;:;J.:.e d: Frf'..l1Z IIerr:l~.n Aloys :.1uo118r)
l_"The ForfllC.1 Object of' Sociolo~;:,rfl (r,12):(Vol. I, :;0. 2,:tJ.55,June, 19"10);
:2-/;1110 ?ossibility [,.ncl Sco~)e 0,:' A. SU.lJerri.f'tur l Socio1oG:'/' (n,l): (Vol. I,
1';0 • .3, p. 141, Octo~)er, 1911-0);
fl1
3- :ih"t CO:'lStH-v.tes;.\ Sociolo~;;/ of ReliGion? II (II,2):(Vol.II, :;0.3, p.147,
October, 191/1);
ll-"Comn.ent to Catholic Sociolo;;icd ;tesec.rch" (11,12): (joint e.uJcLor lli th
Sister It Liguo:'i, B.V.!.:., Svc. J. Ross, c.nd ',i;.'lter L. rlillig::\.n):(Vol.III,
No. ), J. 137, Octo~e1', 1942);
5- t1 The Princi)le of' Subsidic.rity in the Christian Tr:;dition" '~II,l):(Vol.IV,
:To. /
7, ' 1)
. l .141~
. ' October , ,l/o1 f;·')·
..' ,
6-"T110 Devo10~):c"-ont 0: J~~le 1:oo.e1'n Dualislil Deb-leen StQte and Society" (II,2):
(Vol. IV, 1;0. 4, i.J • 185, Deceuoe1', 1945);
7-"The Rise of' l:ode1'n Societ~r" (I,l):(Vol. VI, Ho. 1, :).33, Ho.rcn, 1945);
8- II On Some 2,asic 2~.'.tter~ls of Interhuri:.c.n Beho.vior ll (I,l):(Vol.Vr, Iro. 11-, p.
252, Decei;lber, 1911-5);
II
9- The Socio.1~uestion oi' the SllOiJlI (I,5);(Vol. IX, Ho. 2, p. 81~, June,1948)
lO-"Some Remarks on the Lo[;ic and Gr2lllDQr of Socio1oSyli (I, l):(Vol. X, no. 1
p. 3, March, 1949).
r

a-"Facts and F'ancies Concerninz; Industrio.l Centralizutio",":(SOC Just R 33:
189-92 0 140);
b-"Idea of Christion Fatherhood":(Soc Just R 34:187-9,226-8 O-N '41);
c-"Industrial Expansion and CentrQlizCltionll:(Soc Just R 33:147-9 S '40);
d-"Ref,iona1 Decentralization of Industry II : (Soc Just R 33:263-5,304-5 D 'liO J '41);
~-"Size a:.'1d Location in Industry":(Soc Just R 33:228-31 N '110);
f-"Solidarist I-liddle 20ad ll :(Soc Just R 32:297-9,336-8 Ja-F '40);
g-IIWhat the Encyclicals Do IJot Tee.chll:(Soc Just R 34:43-5 1.fy '41);
h-"Why Large Scale Industry":(Soc Just R 33:77-9 Je '~.();
i-"Father Pesch's Economic Systemll:(Soc Just R 38:;31-3,370-2 F-Mr '46);
j-"i'lanted: .An Economic System Catholics Can Fi2:ht Forll:(Soc Just Rev 38:
259- 6 1 D '45);
k-"\'lhat Is Solidarism?II:(Soc Just R 38:298-301 Ja '46);
l-"Principle of Complementary Aid in Catholic Social ~)hilosophy": (Soc Just R
39:331-3, 3 6 9-72 F-Hr '47);
m-".Antecedents of Rerum Novarumfl:(Soc Just R 44:113-16 J1 151);
n-"Christian Solidarism andLaborfl(biblio £'):(60c Just R 44:3-6 Ap 151);
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o-"Ftmdament.al Thoughts in Rerw.l1 Hovarum" :(Soc Just R 44:147-9,185-8
s-o '51);
p-IIHagna Charte. of the Social Crder":(Soc Just R 1+4:75-7 Je '51(to be
continued): 44:174 S '51);
q- lI Peschian Value ?e.radox: Replyll:(R Soc Econ 10:72-5 M '52);
r-IiChristia..'1i ty and AIllerican Ca?i to.lism": (Soc Just Rev 47 :45-5 l,tr '54);
s-"Nineteenth Century C~1tho1ic Critique 01' the Liberd Theory of Freedom of
Thoup:ht and Utter::lncell:(Soc Just R 1}5-45:218-22,255-8,291-5,526-9,
36 2-7,24-7,61-4,96-100, lJ'52-Je'53);
:t-;'Soz_~ale The~rie des_ ?e~ri~_bes.
(Revim·;: R Soc Ec 12:69 ~,lr '54 by F.
Baerwald; Soc Just R40:1O Je 1955; Soc Ord 3:375 0'53 N Junkerstorff).
r'Iugre.uer, i3ertha (!t:Iary)
1-IIVarie.tions in Pastore.l Role in France" (r,2):(Vo1. XI, No.1, p. 15,
Harch, 1950)
Hulligan (S. J. ), (Rev.) Ed'l'l'in C.
1- "The Family Under the l:;ational Defense Program II (II, 2): (Vol. III, No.1,
p. 35, 1>1arch, 1942).
*Hul vaney (C. S. V. ), (Rev.) Bernard G.
I-liThe .?lace of' Empirical Sociology" (III,l):(Vo1.III, No. it, p.225,
December, 1942);
2-"Recent Trends in American Child-bearinz;" (III,6):(Vo1.IV, :ro. 1, p. 41,
Narch, 1943);
5-"Pre'\'lar and ~')ost"lar Fertility" (I, 6):(Vo1.V, No.1, p. 34, I'4e.rch, 191t4);
l~_IIPost-Depression Fertility in tile United States ll (I,6):(Vol.XIV, No.2,
p. 84, June, 1953).
*j.lundie, 1.:'aul J.
I-liThe American Catholic SociolOGical Revie>'l" (I, 1): (Vol. I, :Jo. 1, p. 5,
Harch, 1940);
2-IJTile FOLJily in Transition" (II,2):(Vol. II, No.1, p. 41, l':arch, 1941).
*Mundy, Paul
l-uFertility Variations with Educc.tion" (I, 6):(Vol. VII, No.2, p. 107,
June, 1946).
Huntsch (S.J.), (Rev.) Albert
l_IIA Catholic Appro8.ch to Anthropology" (I, lO):(Vo1.II, No.3, Oc-t;.obor,1941)
a-"Catholic Social Guidance in Cru1ada u : (Soc Just R 35 :307-8 Ja '43);
b-"Catholic Social Workers for the Down-and-Outs" :(Soc Just Rev 52: 375-4
HI' 140);
c-"Motive of Charity Indispensable ll :(Soc Just R 35:15~-2 S '42);
d-"ilor1d Crisis, A Catholic Vie'\'J":(Soc Just Rev. 52:3-5 Ap '39,40);
e- II Talkin2: Booksll:(SOC Just R 38:16-17 Ap '45);
f-flAbandoned Children":hSoc Just R 40: 200 0 111-7);
g-"Bond of Social Unity :(Soc Ju~;t R 40:272-3 D '1~7);
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h-"India "and the Church: I,fission Intention for February II :(Soc Just R
40 : 546- 7 F ' 48 ) ;
i-"Learning from Nexico":(Soc Just R llD:266-7 D '47);
j-J/!40ral Courage for r:odern Youthll:(Soc Just R 1I{):16o-1 S 'l~7);
1:-"Preservine China from Atheistic Cotmlunism":(Soc Just R 41:16 Ap '48);
l-I/?reserving Southeastern Asi~c froI:1 Communist Control":(Soc Just R
41:89 Je '48);
m- "Root of Social Evils 1/ : (Soc Just R 11{) :124 Jl '47);
n-I/SafeguardinEj the youth o:C Ja:;a:tlll:(SOC Just R 41:52 My '48);
o-"S oc ial a..."1d Econocic Justice for Jaxmese Toilers: £,1ission Intel1 .:,ion for
r-Iarch II: (Soc Just R 11{) :580 Mr '48);·
p-"Social RedeYil~;tionlf:Soc Just i-1 11D:88 Je '47);
q-"Sole Remedy for Soci3.l Disintegration II : (Soc Just R 11{) :51-2 Hy '47);
r-"\'lar Dead": (Soc Just R 11{) :256-7 H '47);
s-"Catholic Missions in Indonesiafl:(Soc Just Ii lf1:197 0 '48);
t-fllndia's Social Distress and the Way Out":(SOC Just R 41:125-6 Jl '48);
u- II People [lIld Rulers in JaIlanll:(Soc Just n 41:272 D '48);
v- II Protecting Afric3..Yl 'ilorkersll:(Soc JUDt Rev 41:257-8 H '48);
w-"Practice of Social JusticeJ/:(Soc Just R 43:124 Jl '50);
x-"Justice Holmes 811d Human Ri.:;hts 1/: (Soc Just R 45 :81 Je '52);
y-"Peace Amon;::; lbtions": (Soc Just R 45:215-4 N '52);
z-IlDistinguished Jubihrian":(Soc Just R 44:177 S '51);
a(l)_IIPrayer, A Socic..l Dutyll:(SOC Just R lj'5: 178-9 0 '52).
J

*Murray (C.S. C. ), (Rev.) Raymond ';'I(illiam)
1-IIPresidential Address--1959"(I,2):(Vol.I, ~~o. 1, p. 59, Harch, 1940);
2-"He~'1 K'1.ot-JledGe About ?rehiGtoric l·:an ll (r,10):(Vol. V, No.5, p. 169,
October, 19411-) •

..... . . ..... .
~

a-Intro_d.~t~ ~ocio1.2£Y.

(Reviel,/, of 2d ed.: Cath Ed R 45 :444-5 S '47).

Hoval: (O.S.B.), (Rev.) Cosmas ~'!.
l_IIA Survey of' Intercul turd Education in Catholic Elementary anQ Secondary
Schools of tJle United States II (I,
(Vol. X, No.5, p.159, October, 1949).

n:

*Nuesse, C(elestine) J(oseph)
l-"The SocioloGist as ~l.'eacher" (II,16):(Vol. V, Ho. 1~, p. 211,December, 1944);
2-"Social Thou::;ht Among American Catholics in the Colonial 2eriod" (III,l):
Vol. VII, Ho. 1, p. 45, Harch, 1946);
5- "Group AntaGonisms end Internctional Relations" (I, 2): (Vol. VIII, No.2,
1).82, June, 1947);
4-"The ReL,tion of Financial Assessment to Status in a Rural ~')arishn(I,4):
(Vol. IX, Ho. 1, p. 26, Harch, 1948);
5- "Differenti[',ls in CatilOlic Opinion on the Adro.ission of Displaced ,?ersons II :
(I, 7):(joint author ~rith Frederick J. Dougherty,.:(Vol. XII, No.4, p.202,
December, 1951) •

...... .. . . ....

a- "Recent Changes in vlashington Alley Slums /I (joint author .vi th Gladys Selle~'{
(Soc F 27:61-7 0 '48);
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b-Socid Tho1:tl1!t of lUlloricon Cnthol3-c~, 161},2-1S29. (Revie"l: Soc Just n
39:247-8 H '46):(A1so in: Ca""h Bel Rev 44:54-5 J2 11:-6);
c-"Generd Conference:x? lJ::::ESC:~: Si:~th Sensionll:(:;c.t Crdh E A.3? 48:21/()
7. -: TT
_. '51)',
d- "Philoso?hy: Defender and Deter~;lillc'.nt in Integration": (l;c.,t Co.th E A .3 P
49: 16-26 II '52);
e-Soci010gy of the 7arish. (Reviel-l: Soc Ju~,t Rov 1+7: 29 Ap '51} by B. JUed).
O'Dea, Thomas F( rancis)
I-liThe Sociolo[:;y of Religion" (I,l):(Vol. XV, ~~o. 2, ~'). 7), June, 1954).
G._nCOI1):lr,-~tive

Study oi the Role of Vdues in Social Action in 1110
SouthvTestern Communitiec":(joL'}:t o.ut;:or i'lith Evon Zartnan Vozt):(ASR 18:
645-54 D '55).

o 'Harn

(D.D.), (,rhe ~·;ost Rev.) Ed'l'lin V(il1cent)
(Fp.s Excellency, Bishop 0 'Ho.ra, is Honorary J?renident of' tl-:e ACSS in its
first fif'teen-year lJeriod and continuous in this status, 0.100 he is the Eost
. Reverend Archbisho~)-Dishop of K81:sas City, Eissouri.)
l-"Returned Veterans in t.i:1e ?o.rinh lt (III,5):(Vol.VI, Ho. 1, ? 25, Barch,
1945 ).

·........... .

a-"Address to the :Major 8l1d l,anor Seminory De:'J2.rtments":(Hat Cath E AB P 49
98-100 Ag , 52) ;
b-"Scho01 m:d. the COlTImunity":(Nat Cc.th E A B ? 49:50-5 A.=: '52).

o , Reilly,

(

)

:' ('

/)

#~ •

\

Charles T.
\,'::'':::: t\:.cU~l)
l-"Italisl1 Juvenile Delinquency Legisl~-tion" (I,ll):(Vol. XII, Xo.2, p.91t,
June, 1951).

·........... .

o..-"Ita1ian Social i10rk Education":(Soc Serv R 26:59-6Lt Nr '52);
b-Soc A, Vol. I, Ho. 5, r,!ay, 1955, p. 6L} (.378), quotes "I" above,abstracted
by R. Carleton.
?arsons (S. J • ) , (Rev.) i'lilfrid
I-liThe !,~dern State and Puhlic l'lelfare ll (I, ll):(Vol.III, l~o. 2, p. 95,June,
1942).

·........... .

a- "l,'lhich ~'ls:y, Democracy? II : (Soc Just R 33 :249 N '40);
b-IIRace Discrimination in the Cal)italll:(Interro..cinl R 49:6-8 Je '49).
Queen, Stuart A(lfred)
l-"The Sociolo r,y of Jose :Medina Echavarria" (r,l):(Vol. IX, l~o. 1, p.
I-larch, 19l t8).

·............ .

a-ItExperilllental Desi[;n in Socio10gy":(Soc F 29:31 0'50);
b-"Social ?articipe,tion in ReLtion to Social Disorg8l1ization":(ASR 14:
251- 7 Ap '49);
c-"American Cit. (Review: Soc Ord 3:314 S
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d- II The Last of Segre::.:;ated Schoob" (joint author viJ"h K;.ry F~lith ?e11ett
Rusi;ell 8..'1d Vernon Pohlnwnn, Gll o~ t!asl~in0ton University):(Soc ?rob
Vol. I, p. 102-5).
Raffaele, Joseph A.
I-liThe Ohn...'1[,;in6 Ste,tus of H£'J1c':~e~_lont .;l'orogc.ti ves II (III, 10) : (Vol. VIII, :No.
3, ). 170, October, 1947).
Reed (S. J.), (Rev.) John O.
l-"Oathollc i{ei'ugee F'DLlilicG in St. Louis, 1948-1954"
p. 323, December, 1954).

(r, 2) : (Vol.

XV, No.4,

Reed, Ruth (Viola)
l-"Oonstructive Influences AFfecting Aneric~'1 FWllily Life ll (I,2) : (VoL VII,
~To. 4,
p. 273, DeceDcer, lS146).
a-"Single ~,von::;.l1l/:(OrrJd: Ed R 41:12 1:-6 F rl~);
b-"Recent Trends in Education of the Soci2-1 Services":(Cati1 Ed :~ 1~):272-9
Uy '45).
Reilly, Oharles T
(., h<:>,"1.1 \'
~tfl ! )
l-IISome DatinS ~-'r,.t,Lerns 2':'ld Atti t'.-,des TO\16.rds ;',:arria::;e 0:;:' 17l f OF~t:10lic
Oollege Students ll (r, 2):(joint mrtllor I-:i".:,h Russell Garta):(Vo1. XIII, Ho.
1)
"I,,.. Dece---lJer 1C'!'~" \
4 ,_eC-"t'J,
.1.......

,

.-',/'-,_

Reus s , }-hr[;ue ri J"e
I-IITec,chin;:; tho Oolle::.;e Oourse on tho /~'1r..i1~,11 (II,2):(Vo1.I, ::0. 2, :). 82,
June, 191:D);
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